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Abstract 
A model for calculating crack widths in mesh reinforced shell structures with arbitrary 
directions of the reinforcement. The model is compiled into a spreadsheet for practical use. 
Comarative examples are made between new and traditional methods. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Composer of the task  
This thesis has been carried out at Lunds Tekniska Högskola, Division of Structural 
Engineering. The task has been initiated by Centerlöf & Holmberg AB in Malmö. 
Ola Kristensson at Centerlöf & Holmberg AB has been supervisor while Sven 
Thelanderson at Division of Structural Engineering and Magnus Gilljam at Centerlöf 
& Holmberg AB has contributed with advice and suggestions. 
1.2 Background 
Today bridge design is faced with more and more complex structures. 
The demands of the traffic engineering have been restricted by the economical 
constraints in the past. New perceptions of road safety and ecological necessities 
such as the impairment of nature or landscape has lead to recent multifaceted design 
tasks, for instance, of transversal crossings and the widening of gateways. 
Sophisticated architecture is supposed to improve the acceptance of the structures. 
Large spans and extraordinary shaped sections are not uncommon. 
Simultaneously the development of methods to calculate such structures has 
developed. The Finite Element Method is such a resource but involves different 
problems. Whereas the approach of boundary conditions close to reality and the 
treatment of numerical problems such as singularities have been investigated 
sufficiently in the past, the design of reinforced or prestressed concrete structures in 
the serviceability limit state involves some special problems. 
Shortcomings of currently used methods for calculation of crack widths in skew 
slabs and webs of box-girder bridges disposed the consulting office Centerlöf & 
Holmberg to investigate that problem. 
1.3 Purpose 
Complex structures usually modeled with finite shell elements deliver a more or less 
realistic linear elastic state of stress. The investigation of methods to transfer them to 
the actual state of stress in the reinforcement, which is usually not arranged in 
direction of principal stresses within complex structures, is one of the targets of this 
thesis. 
Furthermore it is necessary to know how the verification mechanism according to 
the Swedish code can be applied in the case of arbitrary reinforcement and stress 
directions. 
It has been desired to allocate a practical method to treat the problem and, as a 
matter of course, to verify it. 
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1.4 Methodology 
First of all it was necessary to figure out the application cases for which the thesis 
should develop solutions. 
After an intensive literature study on the calculation of crack widths under service 
conditions and the state of stress in the crack, respectively, the practically applicable 
contents have been figured out. To point out the procedure and the influences on 
calculated crack widths some applicable standards have been compared. Hence, the 
cognitions are also transferable to these standards. 
To allocate a practical method it was necessary to develop a computer application 
due to the quite extensive analysis procedure. The basics of the programming 
language “Visual Basic for Applications” have been worked out. After composing 
the general program flow, the tool has been programmed for the application within 
“Microsoft Excel”. To verify the correctness of the Excel-Tool some test runs with 
existing and designed finite element models have been carried out. 
1.5 Limitations 
This paper is an attempt to compile different approaches concerning calculations of 
cracks in concrete structures. The developed Excel-Tool for the calculations has 
been tested on a limited number of structures. To make a more comprehensive 
evaluation of our approach further tests including full-scale test should be done.  
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2. Applications of Finite Shell Elements 
2.1 Object 
With the intention to calculate crack widths in reinforced concrete shell structures it 
is necessary to calculate the stress distribution within the structure. In our 
investigation we have used the Finite Element Method with thick shell elements to 
calculate this stress distribution. 
2.2 Definition of thick shell elements 
2.2.1 Element forces 
The model of the construction is assumed to be assembled with thick shell elements. 
The 4-node element gives eight resulting section forces, see figures 2.1 – 2.3. 
 
In plane forces: Moments xxM , yyM , xyM  
 Normal forces xN , yN , xyN  
   
Out of plane forces: Shear forces xS , yS  
 
 
Figure 2.1: In plane forces, moments. 
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Figure 2.2: In plane forces, normal forces 
 
 
Figure 2.3: Out of plane forces, shear forces 
2.2.2 Sign convention 
In the FE-system used, LUSAS [2.1], the following sign convention is valid: 
 
Positive moment Tension in upper face 
Negative moment Tension in lower face 
  
Positive normal force Tension 
Negative normal force Compression 
 
2.3 Range of Application 
Reinforced concrete (RC) structures are a very important sector in civil construction 
industry. For many years the structural analysis of RC was based on empirical laws 
and elasticity equations. Concrete is a complex material with cracking, tension 
stiffening, plasticity, and non-linear properties. Numerical methods such as the finite 
element method are needed for such an analysis. 
The design method described here is especially suitable for constructions where 
principal tension directions differ from the reinforcement directions. 
Chapter 2 – Application of Finite Shell Elements 
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2.4 Application on Reinforced Concrete Structures 
2.4.1 Structure Types 
Typical constructions that are suitable to be analyzed with the method proposed in 
this thesis are: 
 
• Concrete slabs or shells with complicated geometry. 
• Constructions with non orthogonal reinforcement directions 
• Concrete shells such as the web in a box girder bridge or deep beams. 
2.4.2 Non-linearity 
 
Reinforced concrete structures in general behave non-linearly. One has to 
distinguish between material non-linearity and geometric non-linearity. Geometric 
non-linearity can be observed in static systems with high deformations. In reinforced 
concrete structures the geometric non-linearity has to be considered when the 
slenderness exceeds a certain limit. In this thesis buckling of the shell elements, i.e. 
the geometric non-linearity is not considered. 
Material non-linearity can be important either for the calculation of the section 
forces or for design of sections in the ultimate limit state and in the serviceability 
limit state. Non-linear concrete behavior is described by the stress/strain relation. 
Non-linear steel deformation has to be considered when the steel yields. Bond is an 
important material property. It behaves non-linearly and its influences are treated 
empirically in the assessable design codes. 
2.4.3 Modeling cracking behavior 
When concrete cracks, the structural behavior of the construction is changed. A 
redistribution of section forces can appear. A simplified averaging procedure for 
concrete is the smeared cracked model [2.2], which assumes that cracks are 
distributed across a region of the finite element. In this model, cracked concrete is 
supposed to remain a continuum and the material properties are then modified to 
account for the damage induced in the material. After the first crack has occurred the 
concrete becomes orthotropic with the material axes oriented along the directions of 
cracking 
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Figure 2.4: Material axes in the smeared cracked model. 
In our analysies section forces are calculated with the assumption of elastic and 
isotropic behavior of the material. 
2.4.4 Designing of the Reinforcement 
For slabs and plates the designing codes give rules how to calculate the design 
section stresses in both the ultimate limit state and the serviceability limit state [2.3, 
2.4]. In the ULS a completely cracked tensile area and non-linear stress/strain 
relation of the concrete in the compression zone is assumed. If in the SLS the 
concrete tensile strength is exceeded one applies a state II where the section is 
cracked but the stress/strain relation of the concrete is still linear. 
For the shell element calculation it is necessary to find another approach. The most 
common approach described is the sandwich model (See chapter 4.). 
2.4.5 Particularities 
The method described neglects the out of plane shear force influence on the cracks. 
Out of plane shear forces are assumed to be distributed in the central sandwich layer 
without affecting the top and bottom sandwich elements. 
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3 Cracks in Reinforced Concrete Structures 
3.1 Object 
This chapter gives an overview of the theory of cracking in reinforced concrete 
structures. The perceptions of different research works are taken into consideration 
and the treatment of crack width calculation in several national codes is also 
discussed. 
Furthermore orthogonally and skew reinforced concrete members subjected to in-
plane forces are also dealt with. An abstract treatment of the available literature is 
given and also a suggestion for the practical treatment of this problem is discussed. 
3.2 Crack causes 
Cracks in concrete can be basically ascribed to the low tensile strength of concrete. 
Cracks due to internal stresses including restraint, external restraint and external 
direct loads are distinguished between. 
Internal restraints appear during the solidifying and hardening of the concrete, such 
as heat of hydratation cracking, slumping cracks, plastic and drying shrinkage. 
External restraints can be a result of temperature exposures, stresses due to support 
settlements or deformation interferences. Frost and corrosion, as external exposures, 
also cause cracks due to volume changing. External direct loads are all other 
permanent or variable imposed loads. 
 Table 3.1: Crack causes, from [3.13] 
  Crack Causes Characteristics of crack formation Time of cracking Restriction of the Crack Formation 
1 Slumping of fresh concrete 
Longitudinal cracks above the top 
reinforcement: crack widths possibly 
several mm; crack depth only to the 
reinforcement 
During the first 
hours after 
pouring, as long as 
plastically 
deformable 
Concrete composition, 
processing and 
compaction  
2 Early shrinkage (Plastic shrinkage)
Surface cracks, especially in plane 
members; often map cracking; crack 
widths possibly > 1mm; small crack 
depth 
as row 1 as row 1; after-treatment 
3 Flow of hydratation heat 
surface cracks, dividing cracks, 
flexural cracks; crack widths possibly 
> 1mm 
During the first 
days after pouring
Concrete composition, 
cooling, after treatment, 
reinforcement, splices 
4 Shrinkage (Drying Shrinkage) as row 3 
few week to 
month after 
pouring 
Concrete composition, 
reinforcement, splices, 
vaccum treatment 
5 
External 
temperature 
exposure 
Flexural and dividing cracks, crack 
widths possibly > 1mm, also possibly 
surface cracks 
every time 
reinforcement, splices, 
concrete composition, 
prestressing 
Chapter 3 – Cracks in Reinforced Concrete Structures 
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6 Support settlement or deformation 
Flexural and dividing cracks, crack 
widths possibly > 1mm every time 
as row 5; favourable static 
system 
7 Self-equilibrating stresses different every time reinforcement 
8 Direct external loads 
Flexural, dividing, shear, hair or 
accumulative cracks every time reinforcement 
9 Frost Cracks longitudinal to the reinforcement, blastings every time 
prevention of cavities 
filled with water 
10 Corrosion of reinforcement 
Cracks longitudinal to the 
reinforcement, blastings after few years concrete cover 
 
3.3 Crack types and shapes 
There are various types of cracks in concrete. To assess the influences and the 
prevention method it is important to discuss them. One can distinguish between 
surface or dividing cracks. Flexure cracks or shear cracks are also distinguished, 
according to the internal stress type. They can appear as fine distributed hair cracks 
or as big single cracks. 
The cracks may form in direction of the stresses, the reinforcement or parallel the 
construction member borders. Also coincidental map cracking is observed. Cracks 
due to frost and corrosion can implicate spelling. 
Table 3.2: Crack type, from [3.13] 
  Crack type Formation and shape Characteristic 
1 
Crack 
longitudinal 
to the 
reinforcement 
  
Often above top reinforcement 
bars, not at sheeted surfaces. 
Depending on cause (slumping, 
shrinkage). Imperfections 
below reinforcement appear. 
2 bond crack 
 
Support area 
3 
surface 
cracks 
map crack 
   
At surfaces of plane members 
4 Dividing cracks tension crack 
 
Dividing crack 
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5 Flexural crack 
 
Almost perpendicular to the rc-
bars. End at neutral axis. 
6 Shear crack 
 
Inclined / Develop from 
flexural cracks 
7 
Accumulative 
/ Primary 
crack 
  
Up to the neutral axis. Appear 
in high reinforced sections. 
8 
 
Secondary 
crack 
 
Fine cracks between flexural or 
accumulative cracks. 
 
3.4 Possibilities to influence the crack formation 
Crack causing restraints can be anticipated by choosing a suitable static system or by 
the creation of favorable boundary respectively environmental conditions. A major 
influence, especially on cracks due to internal restraints, is the concrete technology. 
An additional common method to prevent unfavorable crack width is to use 
reinforcement, although the aforementioned methods should be exploited as they are 
more economical. To restrict crack formation caused by external load one must 
design crack reinforcement. 
3.5 Significance of cracks in reinforced concrete structures 
Cracked cross sections (state II) are less stiff than uncracked sections (state I). 
In statically indeterminate systems the distribution of the section forces depends on 
the stiffness of the sections. Also the deformation of structural members increases in 
cracked concrete. For the stress distribution in a cross section to design ultimate and 
serviceability limit states, the cracked section has to be considered. 
A sufficient corrosion protection for a defined period or a limitation of penetration 
of fluids can only be achieved through the restriction of crack widths. 
These demands on the serviceability by restriction of crack widths are the topic of 
this thesis. It is focused on the calculation of crack width due to external loads. 
Therefore it is important to know that cracks cannot be prevented, even in 
prestressed concrete structures. It is necessary to arrange sufficient reinforcement to 
distribute the displacements between concrete and steel to many small cracks. 
Chapter 3 – Cracks in Reinforced Concrete Structures 
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3.6 Demanded restrictions of crack widths 
To prevent concrete members from reinforcement corrosion, the crack width should 
not exceed 0,3-0,4 mm. Prestressings are more likely to be affected by corrosion. 
Thus, the crack width in prestressed concrete members should not exceed 0,2 mm. 
It should be noted that crack widths down to 0,4 mm is easy to comply with the 
minimum reinforcement or the usual ULS-reinforcement. Therefore the concrete 
cover and the concrete density are the most important parameters as means of 
preventing corrosion. 
The occupancy or environmental influences may necessitate more severe 
restrictions. Especially for the limitation of penetration of fluids crack width limits 
up to 0,1 mm can be demanded. 
3.7 Cracking process 
Here the general process of reinforced concrete under tension is described. The exact 
influences of the different parameters are discussed in the following sections. 
To show the general behavior of the two materials concrete and steel and 
subsequently their bond during the cracking process a long reinforced tensile 
member with one reinforcement bar in the center will be considered, see figure 3.1. 
With such specimens the cracking process has been investigated sufficiently in the 
past.  
 
Figure 3.1 
The stresses and strains at the end of the specimen are: 
s
s
s
s
s EA
N σ
εσ == ;1  (3.1), (3.2) 
0; where 0c cσ ε= =  
1N  is the tensile force 
sA  reinforcement area 
sσ  steel stress 
sε  steel strain 
sE  E-modulus of steel 
cσ  concrete stress 
cε  concrete strain 
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Within a length of r∆  the bond stresses are zero because they act towards a free 
edge. See figure 3.2. Then the tension is transferred successively by bond to the 
concrete until the strains of the steel and the concrete become equal. In this area of 
equal strain the force is no longer transferred from the steel to the concrete. Hence, 
the bond stresses are zero. The length along the steel where these bond stresses 
appear is called the transmission length tl . 
                    
Region of almost
lost bond
 
Figure 3.2  
The stresses in the interior part of the specimen, where the strains equal, are: 
I
c A
N1
=σ  (3.3) where 
c
c
c E
σ
ε = (3.4) and 
c
s
E
E
=α   
IA  denotes the area of the specimen  
cs ασσ =   (3.5) 
                    
First crackfct
σc  
Figure 3.3 
With increasing tensile force the transmission length also increases. In the interior 
region, the strains equal until the concrete tensile strength is reached. See figure 3.3. 
Now a crack may appear in any section of the interior region as shown in figure 3.4. 
The cracking load can be determined from (3.3) and (3.4) as 
[ ]secctcr AAfN )1(* −+= α . At this load the maximum transmission length max,tl  is 
reached since a greater tensile force can only cause further cracks. 
                    
Second crack
 
Figure 3.4 
This crack initiation within the interior zone as a result of the tension force crN  is 
called initial crack state. The following phase due to an increasing tensile force is 
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called crack formation phase. During this phase new cracks develop and at each 
crack a local bond failure develops. To obtain a new crack the tensile force has to be 
transferred by bond to the concrete within the transmission length. This means that a 
new crack can appear in the lower limit max,tl . Also it is not possible for more than 
one crack to appear between max,*2 tl . Thus, this is the upper limit for the crack 
spacing. Finally the induction length r∆  has to be considered. One can now write 
the following condition for the crack spacing rs : 
rlsrl trt ∆+≤≤∆+ *2*2 max,max,  (3.6) 
At the end of this phase the completed crack formation state is obtained. See figure 
3.5 and 3.6. Now the existing cracks extend and new crack formation is theoretically 
not possible. 
 
                     
Figure 3.5 
 
Figure 3.6 
It is now possible to transfer these relations to sections exposed to flexure with 
longitudinal force. The difference is, that for the single crack state the cracking 
stress is the stress which is obtained from the linear stress distribution in state I. A 
primary crack is created if the reinforcement is consistently distributed over the 
height of the tension zone or by low reinforcement ratios. A primary crack reaches 
up to the compression zone. In between such primary cracks secondary cracks also 
appear. In the case of concentrated reinforcement at the member border, a lower 
force is necessary for a crack to form due to the transfer of the force between steel 
and concrete when the transmission length only occurs in a limited area. Thus, a 
limited concrete area or effective concrete area, respectively, has to be defined. 
Cracks in this area are called secondary cracks. 
 
Figure 3.7 
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In the same manner and with the same correlations cracks caused by internal or 
external restraint can also be calculated. The procedure to calculate them will not be 
taken into consideration in this thesis. However, it should be mentioned, that these 
crack formations end usually in the single crack state, in contrast to the direct load 
induced cracking, which normally ends in the completed crack formation state. 
A big uncertainty of the restraint crack analysis is the calculation of realistic restraint 
forces. 
3.8 Influencing variables to the cracking process 
3.8.1 Bond behaviour of steel and concrete 
The transfer of force between steel and concrete is called bond. Thus, bond is 
activated by different displacements of steel and concrete. A certain slippage 
belongs to a local bond stress. The relation between bond stress τ  and slip s  in the 
serviceability limit state can be described by the empiric formula, according to 
[3.15]: 
)(*)( xsCx bατ =  (3.7) 
Where C is a constant that depends on the concrete strength and the steel type. bα  
depends on the bond quality and the steel strength, see Table 3.3 
Table 3.3: Constants for the application of the bond law (3.7) 
Constants Steel type 
C  bα  
Reinforcement 0,31 cmf  0,30 
Ribbed single tendon 0,21 cmf  0,30 
Plane single tendon 0,55 cmf  
0,17 
Cords 0,15 cmf  0,27 
Under alternating and sustained loading, bond creep must also be taken into 
consideration. Bond creep describes the effect of an increasing slip by enduring 
loading. Following modified bond law describes this effect. 
)(
))(1(
),( xs
t
Ctx b
b
v
α
αϕ
τ
+
=  (3.8) 
Bond creep factor vϕ : 
1)1( 107,0 −+= wv Lϕ  (3.9) → for alternating loads 
    → wL  = number of load changes 
1)101( 08,0 −+= tvϕ  (3.10) → for longterm loads 
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     → t = time in hours 
The influence of the bond stiffness is indirectly embedded in the formulas of the 
national codes. Additional particulars of that are shown in sections 3.9.2 - 3.9.5 
3.8.2 Behaviour of concrete under tension 
One must distinguish between centric tension strength, flexural tension strength and 
splitting tension strength. The tensile strength of concrete depends on the dimension 
of the member and on the loading type. Only the centric tension strength is a real 
material value. The tensile strength can be related to the compression strength. 
In general there are large statistical variations of concrete tension strength, which is 
one of the significant problems of calculating crack widths. The first cracks appear 
at locations with low tensile strength. Therefore the lower bound of tensile strength 
is decisive. The residual stresses also vary between different members. The common 
calculating tensile strength for crack widths analysis is an average value given in the 
national codes. Reinforcement that is needed for internal restraint in young concrete 
has to be determined while considering the appropriate concrete strength at the 
considered age. 
It should be mentioned that the tensile strength has no influence over the 
transmission length in the initial crack state, where only the bond strength governs 
the transmission length. In the completed crack formation state, the tensile strength 
influences the transmission length because within this length, the maximum force 
that cracks the concrete has to be transferred. This can explain why in the completed 
crack formation state; the uncertainties become more extensive. 
3.8.3 Stiffness of structural members 
This section does not deal with the influence of the stiffness to the section forces, the 
distribution of restraint forces or the deformation of the members. For crack 
calculation it is rather important to know an average steel strain that depends on the 
stiffness of the cracked region. 
By considering a member loaded with pure tension one can see that at the location of 
a crack the stiffness is reduced to that of the steel bars (state II). In the single crack 
state, between the cracks the stiffness increases to that in state I where the steel and 
the concrete have the same strain. In the completed cracking state the steel strain is 
higher than the concrete strain. The influence of this remaining concrete strain is 
called tension stiffening. In other words the concrete area that is tensioned between 
the cracks increases the stiffness of the member and reduces the average steel strain. 
3.8.4 Effective concrete area 
In the initial crack state the necessary force to form a crack is the integral of the 
stress distribution and the tensioned area in state I. For the completed crack 
formation state only a part of this force suffices to form a new crack (See section 
3.7). This phenomenon is considered by an effective concrete area, where the 
effective concrete area describes a axially tensioned bar with this area. 
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The effective concrete area depends on whether the reinforcement is concentrated at 
the border of the member or not. It may also depend on the height of the member, 
while assuming that the reinforcement is concentrated. Furthermore it depends on 
the crack angle.  
There are different approaches to calculate the effective concrete area. Two of them 
are shown in the sections 3.10.2 and 3.10.3 to 3.10.5. 
3.8.5 Creep, shrinkage and relaxation 
Relaxation decreases the steel strain. 
Shrinkage during the hardening process causes compression in the steel in state I. 
After cracking this compression gets released at the location of the crack. Hence, the 
over-all strain of the steel transcends the strain due to loading 
The effects creep, shrinkage and relaxation under short term loading can be attended 
through the modification of the average steel strain with the following quotient for 
the effective material shrinkage as shown in [3.15]: 
)1(1, µϕρα
ε
ε
++
=
e
cs
effcs  (3.11) 
csε  denotes the material shrinkage up to the time of crack formation 
ϕ  denotes the material creep ratio up to the time of crack formation  
ρ  reinforcement ratio 
c
s
A
A
 
µ  denotes the relaxation coefficient; 8,0=µ  
c
s
e E
E
=α  E-modulus ratio 
Under long term loading the effects of shrinkage and creep in the tensioned area 
cancel out each other more or less. In addition, the compression zone must also be 
taken into consideration. Creep of concrete increases the height of the compression 
zone because the maximum concrete strain eludes itself due to creep and the 
compression strains transfer to regions with lower strains. The steel stress increases 
owing to the decreased internal lever arm. This effect is not traced in more detail. It 
is considered by an E-modulus ratio of 15
,
, ==
effc
s
effe E
E
α , [3.15], for the calculation 
of the internal lever arm. 
3.8.6 Influence of alternating and sustained loading 
Long-term loads and alternating loads increase the crack width. The reasons for this 
include creep, shrinkage, relaxation and bond creep. These are specified in above 
sections. However, it should be mentioned that creep, shrinkage and relaxation 
influence the average strain of the steel. The bond creep influences the bond stress 
respectively the crack spacing. 
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3.9 Particularities of crack widths design in prestressed concrete 
In principle there are no differences in calculating crack widths in prestressed 
concrete members. Therefore the coherences shown above can also be applied, 
although it is important to consider the different bond behaviour of untensioned 
reinforcement and prestressings. Untensioned reinforcement generally has better 
bond properties than tendons. Thus, the stress accession from the crack to the 
uncracked region in both states – the initial crack state and the completed crack 
formation state – is considerably higher in reinforcement bars. 
To implement the different bond properties following factors are proposed in [3.15]: 
pm
sm
τ
τξ =  (3.12) 
smτ  denotes the transferable average bond stress in the reinforcement bar 
pmτ  denotes the transferable average bond stress in the tendon or cords, respectively 
p
s
d
dξξ =1  (3.13) 
sd  denotes the diameter of the reinforcement bar 
pd  denotes the average diameter of the tendon 
The formulas for the resulting steel stresses are not treated here. However, it is noted 
that in the initial crack state the transmission length of the bars is different and in the 
completed crack formation state the transmission length has to be equal. Therefore 
one uses different coherences to calculate the steel stress. 
3.10 Calculation of crack widths in different codes 
3.10.1 General approaches 
The general procedure to ensure a sufficient distribution of the cracks and eventually 
to limit the crack width is divided into two contemplations. 
First of all it has to be ensured, that by developing an initial crack, the steel bar does 
not yield and that a wide single crack appears. Hence a minimum reinforcement has 
to be arranged. It is obvious that this minimum reinforcement only has to be verified 
if restraint forces act and if they are not exactly determined. In the case of basically 
direct load imposed forces the reinforcement to prevent wide single cracks is already 
verified through the calculation of the crack widths. The procedure for calculating 
the minimum reinforcement is the same in every code. The reinforcement must be 
designed to carry a special tensile force, which depends on the tensile strength of the 
concrete, the stress distribution and the influence of residual stresses. The difference 
between the codes is simply the value against the statistical probability of the 
concrete tensile strength. The required area is calculated by: 
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s
Ic
ctrcs
A
fkkA
σ
,
=  (3.14) 
IcA ,   denotes the tensioned concrete area in state I 
ck   denotes the stress distribution of the tensile area 
rk  is a factor for the residual stresses 
ctf   denotes the respective concrete tensile strength 
rk kys f ,≤σ  
sσ  denotes the steel stress 
kyf ,   denotes the characteristic yield stress 
The second step is to verify that the crack width either in the initial crack state or in 
the completed crack formation state does not exceed the required value. 
This follows a general relation: 
smrmsw ε*=   (3.15) 
rms  denotes the average final crack spacing 
smε   denotes the average strain of the reinforcement under the relevant loads 
considering the effects shrinkage, tension stiffening, etc. 
To get a characteristic value kw  the average value must be increased depending on 
the statistical probabilities of crack width variation. 
The various approaches to calculate the crack spacing differ in the codes. It will be 
detailed in the respective sections. 
The average steel and concrete strains depend on the transferable bond or in other 
words on the influence of the tension stiffening and the load effect duration. 
The ratio between average and maximum crack width is a scatter factor that is used 
to get the design value of the crack width. This generally should include a statistical 
probability of 95 per cent.  
The assessable codes can also offer the possibility of compliance with maximum 
reinforcement diameters or spaces. This possibility is not covered in this work, 
although it is based on the included formulas with the assumption of a special 
reinforcement ratio and member dimension. Therefore it may deliver arguable 
results which can include being uneconomical or unsafe. 
3.10.2 Model Code 90 
The Model Code 90 basically distinguishes between the initial crack state and the 
completed crack formation state. 
The following crack widths are characteristic values, i.e. the statistical scatter is 
considered. 
For the initial crack state one obtains: 
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 (3.16) 
smτ  denotes the average bond stress established in tests on the basis of the 
formula in section 3.7.1. Representative values for smτ  and β are given in 
table 3.4 
β  denotes a factor for the influence of bond 
Table 3.4: Bond factors and stresses 
Crack State β  /sm ctmfτ  
 Static Reapeated Static Reapeated 
Single Crack State 0,6 0,6 1,8 1,35 
Completed Crack State 0,6 0,38 1,80 1,80 
67,0
10
4,1 





=
ck
ctm
f
f  (3.17)  denotes the average tensile strength of concrete  
ckf  denotes the characteristic value for cylinder compression strength. 
sσ  is the steel stress at the crack, for pure state II 
sE  denotes the E-modulus of the steel 
sd   denotes the bar diameter 
ρ  denotes the reinforcement ratio 
c
s
A
A
 
eα  denotes the E-modulus ratio 
c
s
E
E
 
For the completed crack formation state one obtains: 








+−= )1(
2 effeseff
ctm
s
effsm
sctm
k E
fdf
w ρα
ρ
βε
ρτ
  (3.18) 
S
S
S E
σ
ε =  (3.19)  for pure state II 
effc
s
eff A
A
,
=ρ  (3.20)  denotes the reinforcement ratio based on the effective 
concrete tensile area 
effeffc bdA =,  (3.21) 
effd  may be determined from Figure 3.8, as proposed in [3.15] 
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Figure 3.8 
In the case of prestressed concrete members the steel stresses can be calculated by: 
eff
ctm
ps
effcctms
s
f
AA
AfF
ρ
ββ
σ +
+
−
=
,   (3.22) 
eff
ctm
ps
effcctms
p
f
AA
AfF
ρ
βξβ
σ
2
1, +
+
−
=∆  (3.23) 
pσ∆  denotes the steel stress in the tendon 
sF  denotes the reinforcement force in pure state II 
1ξ  describes the bond influence of the tendons as shown in section 3.8. The 
bond factors shown in table 3.5 are proposed in [3.15] 
Table 3.5: Current bond factors 1ξ  
Steel type Immediate Bond Subsequent 
Bond 
Ribbed 1,0 0,8 
Cords 0,7 0,6 
Bundeled 0,8 0,7 
Plane - 0,40 
3.10.3 Eurocode 2 
The initial crack state and the completed crack formation state are not distinguished 
in the Eurocode 2. 
 
The crack width is calculated basically by: 
)( cmsmrmk sw εε −=     (3.24) 
where  
wk  design crack width 
srm  maximum crack spacing 
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εsm mean strain in the reinforcement, including imposed deformations and taking 
into account tension stiffening 
εcm mean strain in concrete between cracks 
 
εsm-εcm may be calculated from the expression 
 
s
s
s
effpe
effp
effct
ts
cmsm EE
f
k
σ
ρα
ρ
σ
εε 6.0
)1( ,
,
,
≥
+−
=−   (3.25) 
where 
 
σs  stress in the tension reinforcement assuming cracked section. 
αe ratio Es/Ecm 
ρp,eff    As/Ac,eff for structures with ordinary reinforcement 
Ac,eff effective tension area. Ac,eff is the area of concrete surrounding the tension 
reinforcement of depth, dc,eff, which is the lesser of 2.5(h-d), (h-x)/3 or h/2.  
 
For slabs we get  for instance, see Figure 3.9 
  
3
)(
2
*5,2,
xhdcd seffc
−
≤





+=    (3.26) 
 
where ds is the bar diameter, c is the concrete cover and x is the height of the 
compression zone in state II.  
 
Fig. 3.9. Effective tension area  for a slab 
 
The factor kt in Eq. (3.25) depends on the duration of load, and  
 
kt = 0.6 for short term loading 
kt = 0.4 for long term loading 
 
In situations where bonded reinforcement is fixed at reasonable close centres within 
the tension zone (spacing < 5(c+ds/2)), the maximum final crack  spacing  may be 
calculated as 
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effp
srm dkkcs
,
21
1***425,04.3
ρ
+=     (3.27) 
where 
1k   takes account of the bond properties of the bars 
8,01 =k  for high-bond bars 
6.11 =k  for plain bars or prestressed tendons 
 
2k   takes into account the form of the stress distribution  
5,02 =k  for pure bending 
12 =k   for pure tension 
1
21
2 2ε
εε +
=k  (3.28) for eccentric tension 
where ε1 is the greater and ε2 is the lesser tensile strain at the boundaries of the 
section considered, assessed on the basis of a cracked section.  
3.10.4 DIN 1045-1 (Germany) 
Background of the calculation of crack widths in DIN 1045-1 is [3.15] 
The average crack width can be calculated by: 
)(2 cmsmtm lw εε −=   (3.29) 
For calculating the transmission length tl  one must distinguish between initial crack 
state and completed crack formation state. 
effeffesm
ss
t
d
l
ρατ
σ
,1
1
4 +
=  (3.30) is the transmission length for the initial crack 
state 
effctsm f ,8,1=τ  (3.31) 
is the average bond stress, independent from the state of crack formation 
effctf ,  denotes the effective average concrete tensile strength at the considered time 
effc
s
eff A
A
,
=ρ  (3.32) 
effc
s
effe E
E
,
, =α  is the effective E-modulus ratio 
for effcA ,  see Figure 5 in section 3.9.3 
ssm
seffcteffct
t A
dAf
l
τ4
,,
=  (3.33)  is the transmission length for the completed 
crack formation state 
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The average steel strain can be calculated for both states with the following: 
s
s
effeffe
seff
effct
s
s
cmsm EE
f
E
σρα
ρ
σ
εε 6,0)1(4,0 ,
, ≥+−=−   (3.34) 
3.10.5 BBK94 (Sweden) 
The Swedish code explicitly states that the crack formation has to be proven. For 
this a frequent load combination is used. 
ζσσ
ct
mn
f
kk ** ≤+  (3.35) crack criteria when 0nσ >  
ζσσ
ct
mn
f
k *≤+   (3.36) crack criteria when 0nσ <  
ζ      crack safety factor 
45,14,06,01
4
≤+=≤
h
k  (3.37) 
The calculation method is similar to the Eurocode 2. 
mk ww *7,1=   (3.38) 
rm
s
s
m sE
w **
σ
ν=  (3.39) 
s
sr
σ
σ
κ
β
ν *
5,2
1
1
−=  (3.40)   
β   denotes the influence of alternating or sustained loading 
1κ   takes account of the bond properties of the bars 
r
s
rm
d
s
ρ
κκ 2150 +=  (3.41) 
)(8
25,02 xh
def
−
−=κ  (3.42) 
3
2 xhdcd sef
−≤+=   (3.43)  compare Figure 3.9 
3.10.6 Lacks and discrepancies 
The general approach to the calculation of crack widths in the Eurocode 2 and the 
Swedish Code BBK94 is based more on empirical data than on mechanical 
coherences. In particular the different states of crack formation are not discussed. 
Sufficient results are only obtained for the completed crack formation state, and also 
even there extremely rough assumptions are made. An induction length of 50mm is 
assumed, which is not realistic in cases of crack widths < 0,2mm. Furthermore the 
effect of durable loads is considered in a very rough manner without mechanical 
background. The quantile factor of 1,7 or 1,3 also seems to be chosen arbitrarily. 
The results are more or less reasonable, nevertheless. In particular a mechanical 
explanation does not exist for distinction between restraint and load induced cracks. 
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Another discrepancy is made out when considering the factor 2k  in Eurocode 2. 
This factor describes the stress distribution in the section but the general approach is 
based on the effective tensile area that is modeled after an axially tensioned member. 
In the BBK94 the equivalent factor 2κ  includes at least the effective area. 
The extension of the Eurocode 2 to the prestressed concrete is deficient as described 
in [3.15] 
In the Model code the various crack formation states are considered. The general 
approach while dealing with the mechanical relations is based on a reasonable 
model. For the average steel strain, the average bond stresses and the influence of 
load durability assumptions are made. Especially the assumption of the average 
bond stress value is too rough. A major advantage of the approach in the MC90 is 
that prestressed concrete may be considered to be efficient, where current bond 
factors ξ  are adapted. 
The German code is generally based on the Model Code although included are a few 
more simplifications. 
Every code includes the possibility to apply diameter tables or bar spacing tables. 
But, as described in section 3.10.1, they should only be applied with high attention. 
3.11 Crack widths in structures with reinforcement direction differing 
from principal stress directions 
In practice reinforcement for structural concrete members cannot always be arranged 
in the direction of the principal stresses. In some cases this is simply not possible, 
i.e. in circular slabs, or it is in terms of a rational construction not desired. Such 
cases appear in two-way slabs, plates, deep beams, thin webs and also in shells. 
The usual shear reinforcement in beams and slabs also has this problem although it 
has to be treated differently. Shear reinforcement of simple beams usually does not 
have mesh reinforcement, which means that a certain amount of force has to be 
transferred without reinforcement over the crack. This occurs through aggregate 
interlock, dowel action or i.e. clamping in the concrete compression zone and is 
considered in the assessable calculation methods for the ultimate limit state. In the 
serviceability limit state, where the crack width can be of interest, these influences 
cannot be adequately considered as means of achieving realistic crack widths. 
In the case of mesh reinforced concrete members the majority of the force is 
transferred by the reinforcement. For this case some remarks are made in the 
literature and discussed in this thesis. Only few investigations by researchers have 
yet been carried out. Their approaches are also mentioned but it should be remarked 
in advance that they are all only valid for special states of stress and no general 
approach can be derived. 
A common case where reinforcement is not in direction of the principal stress is the 
corner of a 4-side supported slab. There a high torsional moment causes principal 
stresses that are not directed parallel to the borders as usually the reinforcement. 
Such a case is calculated in section 3.11.6 by applying the methods found in 
literature. In skew slabs this problem has to be solved nearly in every region of the 
slab. Furthermore in beams with thin webs or in webs of box-girder constructions 
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the principal normal forces are inclined and the reinforcement generally not directed 
at them. In complicated structures modeled by shell elements many different in-
plane stress situations have to be considered when considering this problem. 
The following reflections and formulas correspond to 2-D plate consideration with 
only in-plane normal forces, but the results can be transferred to general slabs and 
shells. 
Generally, the crack criteria are not tested. Always it is assumed that the considered 
section is cracked in the case of tension. Considering that the main focus is on the 
maximum crack width, i.e. on the maximum stresses in a structure, this procedure is 
warrantable. In the maximum loaded regions, the sections certainly do crack. 
3.11.1 Principal stresses 
A calculation of sections forces, i.e. with the Finite Element Method, gives the 
section stresses in the direction of the defined coordinate system xσ , yσ  and xyσ . 
The principal stresses can be calculated by: 
2
2
2/1 22 xy
yxyx
σ
σσσσ
σ +


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

 −
±
+
=  21 σσ >  (3.44) 
The angle γ  from the x-axis to the 1-axis can be calculated with 








−
=
yx
xy
σσ
σ
γ
*2
arctan*
2
1
0  (3.45) and the sign definition given in Table 3.6: 
Table 3.6 
For the consideration of crack widths, one has to distinguish between the different 
signs of the principal stresses Compression/Compression, Compression/Tension and 
Tension/Tension. In the following sections the different treatments of these cases are 
mentioned. 
3.11.2 Resulting stresses in reinforcement direction 
For the calculation of the stresses in direction of the reinforcement, defined as u- and 
v-direction the following formulas from Baumann [3.4] can be applied: 
( ) ( )βφβδ
φδσφδσ
σ
−−
+
=
sin*sin
cos*cos*sin*sin* 21
u  (3.46) 
( ) ( )φδβδ
φβσφβσ
σ
−−
+
=
sin*sin
cos*cos*sin*sin* 21
v  (3.47) 
σxy σx-σy
+ + γ = γ0
+ - γ = 90 - γ0
- - γ = 90 + γ0
- + γ = 180 - γ0
sign γ
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α denotes the angle from x to u (anti-clockwise). See figures 3.10 and 3.11. 
ϕ       denotes the angle from u to v (anti-clockwise). See figures 3.10 and 3.11. 
β denotes the angle from u to 1 (anti-clockwise). See figures 3.10 and 3.11. 
αγβ −=  (3.48)  
where γ  is calculated by (3.45) and table 3.6. (See also figures 3.10 and 3.11) 
δ = angle from v to 1 (anti-clockwise)  
βϕδ +=  (3.49) 
φ = angle of the compression strut between the reinforcement layers 
2
)( δβφ +=  (3.50) 
This procedure presumes that reinforcement should also transfer compression that is 
one can achieve negative stresses. To avoid this the following approach can be 
applied: 
If the direction of the reinforcement is the same of that of the defined coordinate 
system then the section forces may be transferred with the formulas of Nielson [4.1] 
respectively [3.17]. For the case of 1−≥
xy
x
σ
σ
 and 1−≥
xy
y
σ
σ
 they are known as: 
xyxx kσσσ +=
*  1=k   (3.51) 
xyyy k
σσσ
1* +=  1=k   (3.52) 
For other cases the factor k, which describes the angle of the compression strut, has 
to be changed. This factor has to be varied iteratively until one get 0 in one 
direction. To operate without k the following table has to be used. 
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Table 3.7: Resulting forces in reinforcement direction according to [4.1] 
Criteria 
nxx nyy  
Results 
nu nv nc  
  
 
 
  
< 0 
  
 
 
0 
 
0 
  
0 0 n2 
 
This approach is a simple engineering rule but cannot be used for the skew 
reinforcement. 
Therefore the following rule is applied in the following considerations, whose 
purpose is to use them for the development of a universally valid Excel-Tool. 
[3.30] resp. [3.11] provides the following formulas: 
[ ]ββϕσββϕσβϕσβϕσ
ϕ
σ cos)cos(sin)sin()(cos)(sin
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1
21
2
2
2
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(3.53) 
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(3.54) 
For the case of a negative force this k also has to be changed iteratively until in the 
negative direction 0=σ . 
Instead of σ , that is stresses, one can also apply forces, of course. 
Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show the angle definitions: 
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Figure 3.11 
3.11.3 Crack angle 
The direction in which the cracks form must be clarified  
In the case of compression/compression it is obvious that no cracks form. 
For the case of tension/compression it is obvious that the first cracks appear 
perpendicular to the principal tensile stress. This crack angle is assumed in most of 
the literature, indicating crack width calculation. 
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But in the following cracking processes force redistributions are observed. Thus, the 
crack angle changes due to the consistency of the equilibrium conditions. From this 
redistribution of the stress the first cracks may get compressed and only the crack 
angle resulting from the new equilibrium is visible. 
For further considerations of the crack widths the real crack angle θ  must be 
established. Baumann in [3.4], proposes an equilibrium condition that is based on 
the minimum deformation energy. With some assumptions, as suggested by 
Leonhardt in [3.6], it can be assumed: 
( )uuuu k
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k
k θ
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ββθββθθ 434 cot11
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−
+
−
−
+
+
 (3.55) 
uθ  denotes the angle from u to the crack (anti-clockwise). See figure 3.12. 
euαµν 3,3=  (3.56) 
1
2
σ
σ
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a
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where usa ,  and ,s va  are the reinforcement amounts 
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Figure 3.12 
Another work concerning crack angles, published from Zararis [3.25], treats the 
general stress distribution in the cracked region under service conditions. In contrast 
to [3.4], [3.25] considers shear stresses in the reinforcement, that is the dowel 
action. The following formula leads to the crack angle uθ  in the serviceability state: 
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(3.59) 
uσ , vσ , uvσ  are the stresses in reinforcement direction in state I.   
uθ  denotes the angle from u to the crack (anti-clockwise). See figure 3.13. 
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Figure 3.13 
But both approaches are only valid for orthogonal reinforcement meshes. 
Although a few rough assumptions are made in these formulas, anyhow they give a 
value that should be more exact than the assumption of cracks perpendicular to the 
principal tensile stress. The formula (3.59) is easier to handle and, hence, should be 
applied in prior. Especially the handling together with a sandwich model for shell 
elements is more transparent because this formula doesn’t depend on reinforcement 
ratios. 
The procedure to use the direction of the principal compressive stress directions as 
crack direction is applied in the literature oriented to the practice. For the 
development of the Excel-Tool in chapter 4 a universally valid approach is needed. 
Therefore this simplification is made, because the formulas (3.53) and (3.57) are 
only valid for orthogonal meshes. 
On the other hand, the crack widths calculation inherently can only be an 
approximation due to the observed high quantile, thus, it should be warrantable to 
use this simplification. Later on the effect of using the real crack angles is shown, 
but its calculation is of minor value because the stress perpendicular to the crack is 
then unknown. 
Sato and Fuji in [3.24] also use equilibrium conditions to calculate a real crack 
angle. They embed it in a general procedure where strains and stresses in the 
reinforcement are calculated respectively iterated simultaneously. However, it is of 
no practical use because it is a very elaborate procedure. 
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For the case tension/tension this thoughts are assignable. Considering the application 
of (3.59) a second crack angle has to be introduced. 
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(3.60) 
vθ  denotes the angle from v to the crack (anti-clockwise). See figure 3.13. 
3.11.4 Crack spacing 
In the literature ([3.7], [3.8], [3.9] and the EC2) the following formula is given to 
calculate an average crack spacing perpendicular to the crack. It is valid for 
orthogonal reinforcement meshes. 
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 (3.61) 
where rmus  and rmvs  are the crack spacing in reinforcement direction, calculated 
according to the applied code. 
tv ,θ  denotes the angle from v to the crack (anti-clockwise) 
The derivation (see also [3.10]) of this formula assumes the tensile stress in the 
concrete to be proportional to the transmission length. Hence, one can write: 
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 (3.63) 
where us  and vs  are defined in figure 3.15. 
Perpendicular to the crack the concrete tensile stress has to reach: 
tvcvtvcuctf ,
2
,
2 sincos θσθσ +=  (3.64) 
See figure 3.14 
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Figure 3.14 
From (3.62) and (3.63) in (3.64) follows:  
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The geometric relation gives: 
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Figure 3.15 
For the case of skew reinforcement consider Figures 3.16 and 3.17. By introducing 
the angle tu ,θ  it can now be written: 
1
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 (3.67) 
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Figure 3.16 
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Figure 3.17 
For the case of skew reinforcement and two axial crack patterns the formula (3.61) is 
now modified to (3.68) and (3.69). Cracks are assumed to be perpendicular to each 
other, see figure 3.18. 
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Figure 3.18 
In [3.20] the formula (3.61) is challenged. The author of [3.20] argues that this 
formula provides smaller crack spacing, and thus smaller crack widths than in 
reinforcement direction. Indeed this is contrary with the analytic expertise. But the 
key rests with the average steel stresses that increase in the crack direction for the 
case tension/compression as shown in section 3.11.5.  
For the case of a two axial crack patterns the formula (3.61) is – modified to (3.68) 
and (3.69) - also adaptive, but the estimation of proper steel stresses is the highest 
uncertainty as shown in section 3.11.5.  
It should also be mentioned that the bond and slip behaviour may be worse in two-
axial tensioned concrete. Anyhow this is not considered in the literature. 
The applied angle definitions are: 
°≤−= 90, αγθ nu   (3.70) 
°≤−= 90,, nunv θϕθ   (3.71) 
nutu ,, 90 θθ −=   (3.72) 
nvtv ,, 90 θθ −=    (3.73) 
See also figures 3.15, 3.17 and 3.18. 
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3.11.5 Average steel strain perpendicular to the crack 
The calculation of an average steel strain involves most of the uncertainties. First of 
all the real state of stress in the concrete and the reinforcement layers can only be 
assumed. In one-dimensional calculations the state II with a linear distributed 
concrete stress is applied. For a general valid approach, like it is treated in this work, 
it is very difficult to determine this concrete stress. Thus, the internal lever arm has 
to be determined by neglecting the exact concrete behaviour. 
Further on, the distribution of the forces after the forming of the crack cannot be 
determined exactly as the calculation of a real crack angle shows. It is influenced by 
concrete tensile strength in low load levels, aggregate interlock and dowel action, 
that is shear forces in the reinforcement as described in [3.25]. 
One approach is to calculate the strains in reinforcement direction as described in 
section 3.11.2, by appliance of the assessable code and to transfer them to strains 
perpendicular to the crack as described in [3.9] by Schlaich and Schäfer. 
There the kinematic relation (3.74) is given: 
vu εεεε +=+ 21  (3.74) 
uε  denotes the steel strain in reinforcement direction u 
vε  denotes the steel strain in reinforcement direction v 
1ε  denotes the average steel strain perpendicular to the crack along 2σ , 
assuming that the cracks forms in direction of the principal stress. 
2ε  denotes the average steel strain perpendicular to the crack along 1σ  for the 
case of tension/tension and the concrete strain for the case of tension/compression 
For the case of compression/tension, by neglecting the concrete strain, one can now 
write: 
vu εεε +=1  (3.75) 
The case tension/tension cannot be solved with this relation. 
Clark and Cope in [3.2] suggest another approach. They calculate an average 
reinforcement amount perpendicular to the crack. Now one can calculate the steel 
area perpendicular to the crack nA  with the formula (3.76) with j reinforcement 
layers. The crack directions are denoted with n and t.  
)cossincossincos( ,
3
,,
2
,
2
,
1
4
nini
n
nt
nini
n
t
ni
j
i
in AA θθε
γθθ
ε
εθ −+=∑
=
  (3.76) 
iA   denotes the reinforcement amount of the reinforcement layer i . 
nε   denotes the steel strain perpendicular to the crack 
tε   denotes the steel strain in direction of the crack 
1εε =n  and  
2εε =t  when assuming cracks in principal stress direction 
ntγ   denotes the shear strain in the crack. 
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For the assumption of cracks in principal stress direction ntγ  gets zero. The strain 
ntγ  can also be neglected when a real crack angle is considered because especially 
in the serviceability state it is very small relative to the steel strain.  
ni ,θ  denotes the angle from the reinforcement layer to the crack perpendicular 
The definitions for a two way reinforced member can be seen in figure 3.19.  
θv2 θv1
θu1
θ
u2
x
y
crack
cra
ck
u
v
t=2
n=1
 
Figure 3.19 
In the case of tension/tension one can now determine iteratively the strain in crack 
direction with: 
nini
n
t
ni
j
i
in AA ,
2
,
2
,
1
4 cossincos θθ
ε
εθ +=∑
=
  (3.77) 
titi
t
n
ti
j
i
it AA ,
2
,
2
,
1
4 cossincos θθ
ε
εθ +=∑
=
  (3.78) 
and 
sn
n
n EA
F
=ε  (3.79) 
st
t
t EA
F
=ε  (3.80) 
nti
j
i
int FF /,
1
4
/ cos θ∑
=
=  (3.81) 
In the case of compression/tension one can neglect the concrete strain and apply: 
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ni
j
i
in AA ,
1
4cos θ∑
=
=  (3.82) 
sn
n
n EA
F
=ε  (3.83) 
If the tension stiffening effect is considered within the calculation of the average 
steel strain like in the Eurocode 2 or in the DIN 1045-1, the strain can be attenuated 
trouble-free by the assessable tension stiffening term. If it is operated with a 
reduction factor, like in the Swedish Code, likewise. Cope & Clark advise to neglect 
the effect in reinforcement layers that are inclined less than 25°  to the crack. 
3.11.6 Example: Simply supported slab corner with a twisting moment 
To show the effects of the different approaches the common case of simply 
supported slab corner is chosen. 
x = u
y = v
Design point
 
Figure 3.19 
In the following case the design crack width are calculated on the basis of the 
formula sequences in the BBK94, [3.37]. Following assumptions are made: 
Concrete properties: K45≅ C35/45, MpaEc 33000= , Mpafct 1,2=  
Steel E-modulus:  MpaEs 200000=  
Section:  cmh 20= , cmd 17=  
As a matter of course the considered section is cracked. 
Maximum crack width: 0.4mm  
Section forces: 
0,090,0,0,0 ==⇒==== vuyx mmmm ϕα  
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uvxy mm
kNmm =−= 0,14  
m
kNmm 0,141 =  
m
kNmm 0,142 −=  
°= 450γ  
m
kNmmu 0,14
*
=  
m
kNmmv 0,14
*
=  
1.) Top reinforcement: 
m
cma Tus
2
,, 77,3= (∅6); m
cma Tvs
2
,, 77,3= (∅6)  
The T in the notations indicates the top layer. 
The internal lever arm and the steel stresses are calculated in the state 2 with a linear 
distribution of the concrete stresses and an effective E-modulus ratio of 15. 
v
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−======  
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Tus
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Tus MPaa
n
,,
,,
*
,
,, 5,23610*77,3
2,89
σσ ====  
Cope&Clark: 
TvTu ,1,,1, 45 θθ =°=  
m
cmaaa TvTvsTuTusTs
2
4
,1,
4
,,,1,
4
,,,1, 89,1)45(cos*77,3*2coscos ==+= θθ  
MPa
a
n
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T
CCTs 1,47310*89,1
2,89
,1,
,1
&,,1, ===σ  
Schlaich&Schäfer: 
MPaTvsTusSSTs 0,473,,,,&,,1, =+= σσσ  
That shows that the approaches are equal in this case. 
BBK94: 
20,1120,1
20,0
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=⇒≤=+=+= k
h
k  
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Now the reinforcement amount in one direction is increased. 
2.) Top reinforcement: 
m
cma Tus
2
,, 77,3= (∅6); m
cma Tvs
2
,, 13,5= (∅8)  
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For Tn ,1  and Tn ,2  the average mz  is chosen. 
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3.) Top reinforcement like in 2.), but using a “real” crack angle: 
To calculate a real crack angle the approach of [3.30] is applied. 
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Assuming that the force perpendicular to the crack is not higher than the principal 
force one could now take – on the safe side – the principal force to calculate the 
strain, because the force redistribution leading to this force causes shear stresses 
along the crack (minimum of deformation energy), i.e. a part of the principal force is 
carried off by shear stresses. 
The calculation shows that the effect of a real crack angle is not that high in this 
case. One should ask if it’s worth it to calculate it because more unknown appear 
and it is not possible to finish the calculation process with the real crack angle. It can 
only be seen as indicator for the error one makes. 
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3.11.7 Example: Arbitrary design point in a skew slab 
x
y
u
v
Design point
20.0g
 
Figure 3.20 
The section values and the material properties are the same as in section 3.11.7. 
Permissible crack width is 0,2mm. 
Section forces: 
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For the bottom surface it is now checked if the cracks form. 
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That is, in the direction 1 cracks form. 
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That is, in the direction 2 no cracks form theoretically. Nevertheless, it is first 
assumed that they form due to restraint forces or in areas with minor concrete 
strength to show the formula mechanism until one get the crack spacing.  
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3.11.8 Conclusions and remarks considering chapter 4 
In the past the problem of calculating crack widths in reinforced concrete structures 
with skew reinforcement respectively with from reinforcement direction differing 
principal stress directions has not been considered sufficiently. That arises from the 
simple calculation methods that have been applied and therefore the linear elastic 
state of stress has not even been known. Furthermore the determination of a realistic 
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state of stress in the crack is very complicated and no practical means exist to 
calculate it. In [3.24] Sato and Fujii are showing a procedure to determine the state 
of stress, including the crack angle. Further investigations on that approach may lead 
to calculation methods, which can only be implemented in a computer analysis due 
to the extensive iterations and numerical problems. 
Another reason for these lacks is that crack width calculations were not that 
important in the past. More exact methods to calculate the ultimate limit state lead to 
less reinforcement. The serviceability limit state, hence, gets more important. 
For this section the existing literature about crack width under service conditions in 
structures subjected to arbitrary in-plane forces has been studied and the important 
contents for the practice are summarized. It gives a guideline for the treatment of the 
problem. 
All the results can only be seen as an approximation due to necessary assumptions 
and simplifications for every influence. 
For chapter 4 the crack is generally assumed in principal stress direction. 
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4  Development of an Excel-Tool 
4.1 Purpose / Background 
For the design of reinforced concrete structures in the contemporary complexity the 
finite element analysis with shell elements is an eminent instrument. Besides the 
usual difficulties of interpretation of singularities and modeling of boundary 
conditions the calculation of realistic crack width appears. 
In some cases the significant section forces are apparent and the verification of crack 
width can be carried out by a hand calculation. However, in complicated models 
with shell elements the significant section forces are not obvious, a stepped 
reinforcement arrangement is desired or the rules claim verification in every node. 
Hence, the demand grew to have a tool that calculates the crack widths in every 
node, provided that cracks form. Some software producers offer this possibility. 
However, these tools are not transparent and their background should be proved, 
especially in cases when the principal force direction differs from the reinforcement 
direction. 
The intention of this work is the preparation of an Excel Tool in which the results 
from the finite element program can be imported and for every node the 
reinforcement in the ultimate limit state and the crack width in the serviceability 
limit state is calculated. 
At the outset it is annotated that in this work only a simplified method for the 
calculation of the ultimate limit state - the sandwich layer model - is applied, 
because the main focus is on the crack width calculation. Actually the sandwich 
layer model is also applied for the serviceability limit state, but the crack width 
calculation inherently is a very imprecise procedure, so that the effects on the 
correctness are marginal. 
In this tool the contents of chapter 3 are included but to get a universally valid 
analysis procedure some of the approaches are not considered. 
4.2 Source data from LUSAS 
In general line results are considered. That is a line has to be drawn to the LUSAS-
model and then the desired load combination has to be loaded. It is now possible to 
regard the section forces along this line. 
To transfer the LUSAS line results to an Excel file an existing program in LUSAS is 
applied. 
4.3 Reinforcement in the ultimate limit state 
The ultimate limit state is calculated with the sandwich layer model. Therefore layer 
forces are determined. The two layers – the Top and the Bottom layer – are now 
considered as plane loaded plates. To determine the layer forces the moments have 
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to be divided by an internal lever arm that is calculated dependent on the static 
height: 
dFactorzm *=  (4.1) 
d  denotes the static height of the reinforcement layer 
mz  denotes the internal lever arm 
The factor used here is an input value in the tool. The presetting is 0.9. 
Compression is verified by dividing the considered principal layer force by the 
concrete area of the layer and comparing it with the design value of the compression 
strength. 
cdc fx
n
f ≤= 2/1  (4.2) 
cf  denotes the existing concrete stress. 
2/1n  denotes the principal force. 
x  denotes the height of the compression zone. 
cdf  denotes the design value of the compressive concrete strength. 
2*)( mzdx −=  (4.3) 
For the verification of the reinforcement stresses the forces in reinforcement 
directions vun /  under assumption of a cracked section are calculated first, see 
section 3.11.2. 
By dividing these forces by the design value of the yield steel stress ydf  one gets a 
required reinforcement area. 
yd
vu
vusreq f
n
a //, =  (4.4) 
The influence of the shear forces, resulting from the truss model for the design of 
shear, is not taken into consideration. 
4.4 Crack width in the serviceability limit state 
For the serviceability limit state, that is the calculation of the crack width, the 
following procedure is applied: 
After the calculation of the layer forces the principal forces and their directions are 
determined. For the internal lever arm a factor, like in the ultimate limit state is 
applied. The presetting is 0.85. With the principal forces and the subsequent state of 
stress the calculation approach is chosen. 
In the case of compression in both principal directions no further calculations are 
carried out, since no load induced cracks form in this case. 
For a one way cracked layer the approach of Cope & Clark [3.2] with effective 
reinforcement amounts perpendicular to the crack (formula (3.82)) is applied as well 
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as the simple addition of the steel strain, based on the kinematic relation (3.75) one 
can find in the report by Schlaich & Schäfer [3.9]. One can find details in section 
3.11.5. 
For a sandwich layer that is cracked in two directions the Cope & Clark [3.2] 
approach with the iteration of the effective reinforcement area dependent on the steel 
strains in bar directions (formulas (3.77) and (3.78)) is applied. 
Either the required reinforcement area from the ultimate limit state or a previously 
devised reinforcement area is applied. 
After the calculation of the steel stresses dependent on the state of stress the formula 
sequence of the Swedish code BBK94 [2.3] is carried out, see section 3.10.5. The 
formula (3.43) in section 3.10.5 for the effective concrete tensile area is modified 
because the real height of the concrete compression zone x  is not calculated within 
the sandwich layer model. The restriction of the effective tensile zone 3)( xh −  
becomes authoritative for very thin slabs. In section 3.10.2 one can find another 
approach that is proposed in [3.15]. According to [3.15] one can use the restriction 
of effd  to 4h  for thin slabs with 10)( ≤− hdd , see figure 3.8. 
Within the calculation of 2κ  (formula (3.42)) the height of the compression zone is 
also required. The influence of x  on the value 2κ  is not high. Thus, it is reasonable 
to use xddh ==− 1 , which is on the safe side. 
It is also noted that the BBK-procedure does not consider whether the section is 
actually cracked or not. In the case of an actually uncracked section, there is no steel 
stress srσ  in the crack immediately after cracking. In that case the value ν  (formula 
(3.40)) the minimum value is taken. This should not belie that the section is not 
cracked. However, this will not cause trouble, because the maximum crack widths in 
a structure are searched and they will certainly not be located in actually uncracked 
regions. For border cases it should still be the engineers decision whether the section 
is considered as cracked or not. 
4.5 Program architecture 
The program is divided in different levels. The first level, of course, is the Excel 
workbook. In this workbook are the worksheets and the main procedures are 
assigned to different worksheets. This level is further on simply called “Excel-
level”. The procedures in the Excel-level have to be called by the user with a button-
click. 
The procedures in the Excel-level can call for sub-procedures and sub-procedures 
themselves can call for other sub-procedures. These sub-procedures are classified 
under the criteria of the level from where they are called. 
Charts showing the structure and the individual properties of the procedures are 
presented in Appendix A-1. 
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4.6 Programming Language / Remarks to the Code 
The programming language Visual Basic for Applications has been applied. 
To feature user-friendliness and clearness to a certain excess, time-consuming Excel 
based format functions are very often applied. Therefore the program flow is in 
terms of the run-times not optimal. This should be acceptable, as the main focus is 
on the calculation. 
For the iteration processes no existing procedure has been found. Therefore a self-
made procedure based on the “Regula Falsi” or the secant method, respectively, is 
applied. During the test phase some numerical problems, such as convergenz 
problems, appeared. All have been solved. But it should be remarked that in border 
cases, that have not been taken into consideration, such errors may appear. 
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4.7 Application Manual 
4.7.1 Data Import 
 
 
 
1.) Click:  
2.)  Click:    , search an Excel file with LUSAS results and enter an 
appropriate load combination, resp. the load case. 
→ Optional, the data can be entered by hand. 
3.)  Click:  
4.)  Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until every file is in the list. 
→ Optional: Correct list with    or   
5.) Click:   
→ Imports the listed results in new sheets denoted like entered in 2. , i.e 
“SLSmax_mx”, and formats them. 
Show current folder
Browse
Pass to List
Delete last Reset
Import
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4.7.2 Input 
 
1.)  Enter all values in grey cells. 
→ Optional: Click:    and enter other section values 
→ Correct list with    or   
New
Delete last Reset
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4.7.3 Calculation Control 
 
1.)  Click:  
→ Copies nodes to the worksheet “Section Values” and the two main result 
sheets “Reinforcement” and “Crack Width”. 
→ Assigns borders to the cells 
→ Assigns section values of section number 1 to every node. 
→ Optional other section numbers can be assigned and the values are taken 
over. (Follow menus) 
2.)  Click:  
→ Creates a formatted table in every “ULS…” sheet and calculates the 
required reinforcement areas. 
→ Searches and inserts the authoritative reinforcement amounts with the 
appropriate load combination in every node on the worksheet 
“Reinforcement” 
Start Calculation Ultimate Limit State
Prepare Result Sheets
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3.)  Click:  
→ Starts a tool to select bar diameters dependent on the reinforcement 
amount and inserts them to the sheets “Reinforcement”. Either presettings or 
the assistant can be applied. 
→ Optional: Click:  
→ Switches to the worksheet “Reinforcement” where 
reinforcement amounts and bar diameters can be chosen 
manually. 
→ If no reinforcement amount is chosen the following 
calculations use the required reinforcement from the ULS! 
4.)  Click:  
→ Creates a formatted table in every “SLS…” worksheet and calculates the 
crack width. 
→ Searches the authoritative crack width with the appropriate load 
combination in every node and inserts it to the worksheet “Crack Width”. 
→ If the reinforcement amounts want to be changed after the calculation of 
the crack width use                 in the worksheet 
“Calculation Control”. 
5.) Click: 
→ Sets the page layouts and prints every worksheet with the project name 
entered in the grey cell. 
Select Bar Diameters
Print
Start Calculation Crack Width
Choose Reinforcement (Optional)
Choose Reinforcement (Optional)
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4.8 Remarks on the application 
For the data import it is important to declare the limit state with “ULS” or “uls” 
respectively “SLS” or “sls”. The program uses this variable to choose whether to run 
ULS-procedures or the SLS-procedures over the results. It is also important not to 
change the list of the imported files after importing them. 
Only few test runs with input changes after the processing of the calculation tools 
have been carried out. Although no errors have been detected this situation can 
cause problems, which are not obvious. It is therefore recommended to save the file 
with a separate name after a successful import of the LUSAS results. Now changes 
of the input values can be entered in this file and the calculation can be carried out 
without any problems. For input values changes in the worksheet “Input” it will be 
no problem, but changing the assignment of the section numbers or the 
reinforcement in the wrong worksheet might cause trouble. 
In the case of a tension force in principal stress direction the section is considered as 
fully cracked, that is no forces are transferred through concrete. Thus, reinforcement, 
either perpendicular to the crack or in two directions, is always necessary, although 
the contribution of the concrete tensile strength or a certain amount of shear force in 
the reinforcement bars (dowel action) would be enough, such as in compact beams 
or thick webs. No reinforcement in one direction may cause errors! 
To change the reinforcement amounts and diameters after calculation, one can also 
proceed in the following way to avoid errors: 
 
→ Goto workskeet “Calculation Control” and click    Choose Reinforcement (Optional)
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→ Change values (Blue columns!) 
→ Click   
To change section values the following procedure has to be carried out: 
 
→ Go to worksheet “Input” and edit the list of the section values. 
→ Go to worksheet “Calculation Control” and click     
→ Follow menus to change section numbers 
→ Assign the desired section (as number) to every node. 
→ Click          to assign the 
values to the worksheet “Crack Width”. 
 
Assign Values to Worksheet "Crack Width" and Go Back
Prepare Result Sheets
Assign Values and Go Back to Calculation Control
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5. Application of the Excel-Tool 
5.1 Object 
To test the Excel-Tool and to show the application possibilities it establishes, some 
finished projects of Centerlöf & Holmberg are regarded in this chapter. 
All these examples have been modelled with shell elements by the finite element 
application LUSAS. 
The longitudinal reinforcement has been designed with Wood & Armer ([2.1]) 
forces delivered by LUSAS. The method to calculate these forces corresponds with 
[4.1]. 
For the calculation of the crack width in the serviceability limit state the direction of 
the reinforcement has been considered. 
These examples take one line result of the existing LUSAS model into account. The 
Excel-Tool is applied on these results and the reinforcement in the ultimate limit 
state and the crack width in the serviceability limit state are compared. 
5.2 Web reinforcement of a Box-Girder Bridge 
5.2.1. Structure 
This box-girder bridge has been erected with the cantilever method. It has a span of 
140m. 
The webs are 38,6 cm thick. 
5.2.2. Reinforcement design 
In figure 5.1 the geometry and the regarded design line is shown. The LUSAS model 
is shown in figure 5.2 
Figure 5.1 
70m
4.000
4.500
7.8m
3.2m
4.221
x
y 
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Figure 5.2 
The considered section 4.221 is a section through the web where high principal 
forces in the serviceability state are observed. 
The following load combination is applied: 
 66% of the self weight in the cantilever system 
 66% of the prestressing in the cantilever system 
 34% of the self weight in the final static system 
 34% of the prestressing in the top flange in the final static system 
 100% of the prestressing in the bottom flange in the final static system 
 33% of the final creep 
 100% traffic load 
Table 5.1 shows the forces at section 4.221 with the aforementioned load 
combination for max Nx delivered from LUSAS. 
Table 5.1: LUSAS line results, Section 4.221, max Nx 
Forces for max Nx       
 Node (m) Mx My Mxy Nx Ny Nxy 
 0.000 -6 -34 -2 -6439 -296 -1107 
Top 0.355 -6 -32 -2 -4419 -174 -1301 
 0.626 -4 -25 -1 -2878 -241 -1275 
 0.896 -4 -24 0 -2339 -269 -1091 
 1.167 -3 -22 0 -1966 -221 -1007 
 1.438 -3 -19 0 -1680 -140 -949 
 1.709 -2 -17 0 -1439 -59 -921 
 1.979 -1 -15 0 -1216 13 -917 
 2.250 0 -13 0 -995 76 -930 
 2.521 1 -11 0 -762 128 -957 
 2.791 2 -8 0 -499 165 -997 
 3.062 3 -5 -1 -182 177 -1044 
 3.333 5 -2 -1 226 137 -1076 
Bottom 3.603 8 5 0 775 12 -996 
 3.984 12 11 0 1872 79 -871 
Due to the LUSAS force transformation one gets for node 3.062 a normal force in y-
direction of kNN yd 1221= . With this force the crack width in y-direction has been 
calculated according to the BBK94. To achieve a crack width of 0,3mm a 
reinforcement amount of 26cm²/m is necessary on each side. 
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This takes into consideration that the crack will form in the x-direction. Actually the 
cracks form almost in direction of the principal stresses.  
5.2.3. Crack width with the Excel-Tool 
The following result of the Excel-Tool from chapter 4 shows the difference to 5.2.2. 
For the longitudinal reinforcement in the web (x-direction) an amount of 10cm²/m is 
chosen. 
Table 5.2: Extract of the Excel-Tool results 
 
The resulting crack width of 0.45mm seems reasonable, considering the weak 
reinforcement in x-direction. 
5.2.4. Conclusion 
This example shows that one can now treat this shear problem generally within the 
structure modelled with finite shell elements. It should not belie that the actual crack 
width in the structure will probably not reach this value under the considered loading 
but it is a very efficient way to verify crack width in the serviceability limit state 
according to the code. 
5.3. Orthogonally reinforced concrete frame 
5.3.1. Structure 
This railway bridge has been designed with a 2D strip approach. A 3D calculation 
with LUSAS was made to verify the strip approach. The design of the reinforcement 
has in the original design been made with Wood & Armer forces. 
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the geometry as well as the specific design lines 
investigated. The LUSAS model is shown in figure 5.5. 
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5.3.2. Reinforcement design 
Line 1.000, support section 
Nodal forces along line 1.000 are shown in table 5.3 and 5.4. For the top layer, the 
original design indicates a required longitudinal reinforcement of 40.9 cm2/m 
(fyd=428MPa) in ULS and 39.5 cm2/m in SLS to achieve a crack width of 0.30 mm. 
 
 
Table 5.3:Line 1.000 - Nodal forces, SLS 
 
FEM-results from line 
SECTION 
Nodes 
nx [kN] ny [kN] nxy [kN] mx [kNm] my [kNm] mxy [kNm] 
0,00 -3630,8 -494,2 -791,7 842,1 27,6 -263,1 
0,45 -1093,1 103,0 -319,2 1429,5 117,7 -187,5 
0,86 -899,6 51,9 -134,8 1396,7 185,0 -58,1 
1,27 -703,5 81,5 -67,9 1420,3 193,5 -34,5 
1,68 -579,9 87,1 -20,2 1410,5 211,7 -15,3 
2,10 -501,0 84,1 10,9 1396,7 233,5 -4,7 
2,51 -447,6 60,1 29,2 1378,0 254,3 0,2 
2,92 -413,0 49,3 38,1 1356,9 265,0 4,0 
3,33 -388,6 38,7 41,1 1333,4 269,7 5,7 
3,74 -370,7 28,6 39,7 1308,3 269,6 5,7 
4,15 -343,7 20,2 46,7 1297,0 261,0 16,5 
4,57 -340,7 15,6 39,5 1304,3 263,0 14,0 
4,98 -337,4 11,9 29,8 1312,1 263,4 10,6 
5,39 -332,4 10,0 16,4 1320,9 262,1 6,0 
5,80 -327,8 10,2 -1,3 1331,9 262,2 -0,6 
6,21 -332,4 10,0 -18,9 1320,8 262,0 -7,1 
6,62 -337,4 11,9 -32,3 1311,9 263,3 -11,7 
7,03 -340,7 15,5 -41,9 1304,0 262,8 -15,1 
7,45 -343,7 20,1 -49,0 1296,6 260,8 -17,6 
7,86 -347,8 25,7 -53,7 1289,2 256,5 -19,0 
8,27 -354,6 32,5 -55,6 1281,3 249,0 -19,4 
8,68 -366,2 40,4 -53,8 1272,7 237,6 -18,5 
9,09 -385,3 49,2 -47,1 1262,7 221,5 -15,9 
9,50 -419,4 72,1 -32,9 1251,5 196,7 -13,0 
9,92 -473,6 74,9 -6,9 1237,9 172,8 -4,8 
10,33 -564,8 70,4 34,2 1222,6 153,5 10,8 
10,74 -717,5 45,8 93,8 1182,4 145,0 30,8 
11,15 -873,2 85,7 257,1 1194,3 90,5 141,3 
11,60 -3263,7 -501,6 712,3 715,9 35,9 172,7 
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Table 5.4:Line 1.000 - Nodal forces, ULS 
 
FEM-results from line 
SECTION 
Nodes 
nx [kN] ny [kN] nxy [kN] mx [kNm] my [kNm] mxy [kNm] 
0,00 -4796,4 -390,6 -1126,9 1433,3 -114,8 -677,5 
0,45 -1684,3 229,8 -550,7 2688,1 192,5 -333,3 
0,86 -1492,3 74,5 -180,1 2651,5 339,2 -76,8 
1,27 -1223,7 85,7 -68,0 2750,2 363,9 -34,8 
1,68 -1050,8 63,6 6,6 2785,7 402,0 -0,5 
2,10 -933,2 26,8 57,6 2812,0 444,8 23,7 
2,51 -852,5 -17,4 83,3 2826,9 482,5 32,7 
2,92 -797,5 -43,6 95,1 2833,8 506,1 38,1 
3,33 -757,8 -65,6 97,6 2833,8 519,9 39,6 
3,74 -728,6 -84,1 93,3 2828,7 525,9 37,9 
4,15 -693,3 -98,9 95,2 2835,0 521,7 45,6 
4,57 -683,8 -108,6 80,9 2858,1 526,8 38,9 
4,98 -674,2 -116,6 62,0 2880,7 529,8 30,1 
5,39 -662,4 -121,9 35,1 2904,7 530,4 18,7 
5,80 -652,7 -122,8 -0,8 2932,7 533,5 3,8 
6,21 -663,7 -121,9 -36,7 2908,7 532,9 -10,8 
6,62 -675,8 -116,0 -63,6 2887,5 533,0 -21,9 
7,03 -686,1 -107,2 -82,4 2868,1 530,1 -30,7 
7,45 -696,4 -96,9 -96,7 2848,2 525,3 -37,5 
7,86 -709,8 -84,2 -106,4 2826,6 517,0 -42,1 
8,27 -729,1 -68,4 -111,3 2802,0 503,5 -44,4 
8,68 -757,3 -48,3 -110,2 2773,1 483,0 -43,9 
9,09 -798,6 -23,5 -100,8 2738,1 453,8 -39,9 
9,50 -862,1 20,2 -79,3 2696,2 411,5 -33,0 
9,92 -954,7 48,3 -38,9 2643,8 366,6 -17,7 
10,33 -1100,6 80,2 34,5 2586,1 327,6 18,4 
10,74 -1328,6 72,0 139,6 2472,4 303,5 56,7 
11,15 -1484,1 216,5 490,8 2491,7 166,6 296,8 
11,60 -4444,6 -391,0 1049,4 1320,1 -114,1 607,5 
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Required longitudinal reinforcement in ULS as results from the Excel-Tool is shown 
in table 5.5 along with the crack widths in SLS with the amount of reinforcement 
needed in ULS. 
 
Table 5.5: Line 1.000 – Results from the Excel-Tool, top layer 
 
Nodes reqasuT 
[cm2] 
reqasvT 
[cm2] 
wk1,T 
[mm] 
wk2,T 
[mm] 
0,00 11,55 19,31 0,11 0,00 
0,45 43,89 19,06 0,32 0,00 
0,86 35,95 11,69 0,31 0,19 
1,27 38,53 11,76 0,31 0,26 
1,68 39,53 11,82 0,31 0,31 
2,10 42,13 11,89 0,29 0,36 
2,51 43,51 11,95 0,27 0,35 
2,92 44,21 12,02 0,26 0,34 
3,33 44,43 12,08 0,26 0,33 
3,74 44,30 12,15 0,25 0,33 
4,15 44,69 12,22 0,25 0,30 
4,57 44,64 12,28 0,25 0,30 
4,98 44,48 12,35 0,25 0,30 
5,39 44,24 12,41 0,25 0,31 
5,80 43,88 12,48 0,26 0,32 
6,21 44,17 12,41 0,25 0,31 
6,62 44,45 12,35 0,25 0,30 
7,03 44,66 12,28 0,25 0,30 
7,45 44,76 12,22 0,24 0,30 
7,86 44,71 12,15 0,24 0,29 
8,27 44,43 12,08 0,25 0,29 
8,68 43,85 12,02 0,25 0,29 
9,09 42,85 11,95 0,26 0,28 
9,50 41,25 11,89 0,27 0,28 
9,92 38,73 11,82 0,29 0,27 
10,33 36,21 11,76 0,30 0,23 
10,74 33,65 11,69 0,29 0,17 
11,15 41,12 17,02 0,31 0,00 
11,60 11,55 17,08 0,00 0,00 
 
Line 1.500, mid span section 
Nodal forces along line 1.500 are shown in table 5.6 and 5.7. For the bottom surface 
the original design shows that required longitudinal reinforcement is 46.9 cm2/m 
(fyd=428MPa) in ULS and 59.9 cm2/m in SLS to limit the cracks to 0.20 mm. 
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Table 5.6: Line 1.500 – Nodal forces, ULS 
 
FEM-results from line 
SECTION 
Nodes 
nx [kN] ny [kN] nxy [kN] mx [kNm] my [kNm] mxy [kNm] 
0,00 1299,1 70,5 23,7 -758,9 -14,2 -28,5 
0,45 1114,9 82,1 18,5 -834,0 -46,1 -33,0 
0,86 937,1 150,5 9,3 -909,2 -102,6 -39,1 
1,27 697,6 203,3 0,8 -960,4 -164,8 -40,8 
1,68 484,7 239,5 -6,7 -1012,5 -226,8 -42,0 
2,10 296,6 262,5 -13,3 -1064,6 -284,7 -43,2 
2,51 130,4 275,3 -19,0 -1115,2 -333,3 -44,4 
2,92 -16,8 280,6 -24,0 -1163,7 -371,1 -45,6 
3,33 -147,6 280,7 -28,2 -1210,0 -399,6 -46,9 
3,74 -265,0 277,3 -31,7 -1254,0 -419,8 -48,2 
4,15 -371,5 272,0 -34,6 -1295,8 -432,2 -49,5 
4,57 -470,5 266,0 -1,1 -1335,4 -437,9 -0,2 
4,98 -562,9 260,7 -38,5 -1373,3 -437,7 -52,2 
5,39 -650,9 257,3 -39,5 -1409,5 -432,9 -53,3 
5,80 -697,3 257,5 -40,2 -1446,2 -433,2 -54,3 
6,21 -650,0 258,2 -39,9 -1410,6 -429,1 -53,3 
6,62 -561,1 262,4 -39,1 -1376,1 -433,8 -52,2 
7,03 -468,7 268,3 -37,5 -1340,3 -435,8 -50,9 
7,45 -370,3 274,8 -35,1 -1302,5 -431,9 -49,6 
7,86 -263,3 280,7 -32,0 -1262,4 -421,5 -48,2 
8,27 -145,3 284,7 -28,0 -1220,1 -403,6 -46,9 
8,68 -13,4 285,0 -23,0 -1175,4 -377,5 -45,7 
9,09 135,3 280,0 -17,1 -1128,5 -342,2 -44,5 
9,50 303,6 267,2 -10,1 -1079,3 -296,4 -43,3 
9,92 494,7 244,1 -1,9 -1028,2 -239,7 -42,2 
10,33 711,6 207,5 7,6 -976,3 -175,4 -41,1 
10,74 956,2 153,8 18,5 -924,8 -109,3 -39,4 
11,15 1138,6 84,0 30,4 -848,9 -49,4 -32,5 
11,60 1328,4 72,4 37,2 -772,8 -15,9 -27,4 
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Table 5.7: Line 1.500 – Nodal forces, SLS 
 
FEM-results from line 
SECTION 
Nodes 
nx [kN] ny [kN] nxy [kN] mx [kNm] my [kNm] mxy [kNm] 
0,00 527,3 28,4 23,7 -367,5 -7,6 -28,5 
0,45 467,6 35,6 18,5 -398,9 -21,2 -33,0 
0,86 401,9 65,7 9,3 -430,2 -44,4 -39,1 
1,27 304,2 90,3 0,8 -449,2 -66,8 -40,8 
1,68 216,8 107,9 -6,7 -467,8 -85,7 -42,0 
2,10 139,2 119,9 -13,3 -486,0 -101,1 -43,2 
2,51 70,3 127,5 -19,0 -503,9 -113,6 -44,4 
2,92 8,9 131,6 -23,9 -521,5 -123,6 -45,6 
3,33 -46,3 133,2 -28,1 -538,7 -131,6 -46,9 
3,74 -96,4 133,1 -31,6 -555,6 -137,8 -48,2 
4,15 -142,4 131,9 -34,5 -572,2 -142,6 -49,5 
4,57 -186,4 130,0 -1,0 -588,5 -146,0 -0,2 
4,98 -227,7 128,2 -38,4 -604,9 -148,4 -52,1 
5,39 -266,9 127,1 -39,4 -621,1 -149,9 -53,2 
5,80 -287,7 127,2 -40,1 -637,5 -152,4 -54,2 
6,21 -267,0 127,2 -39,8 -621,4 -150,0 -53,2 
6,62 -227,9 128,4 -39,0 -605,5 -148,5 -52,1 
7,03 -187,5 130,1 -37,4 -589,3 -146,1 -50,8 
7,45 -145,1 131,8 -35,1 -572,9 -142,7 -49,5 
7,86 -99,6 133,1 -31,9 -556,3 -137,9 -48,1 
8,27 -50,1 133,2 -27,9 -539,3 -131,6 -46,8 
8,68 4,5 131,6 -23,0 -522,0 -123,6 -45,5 
9,09 65,4 127,5 -17,1 -504,4 -113,6 -44,3 
9,50 133,8 120,0 -10,1 -486,4 -101,1 -43,1 
9,92 211,0 108,0 -1,9 -468,1 -85,7 -42,0 
10,33 298,0 90,4 7,6 -449,5 -66,9 -40,9 
10,74 395,4 66,0 18,4 -430,5 -44,5 -39,2 
11,15 460,8 35,9 30,3 -399,1 -21,3 -32,4 
11,60 519,8 28,6 37,0 -367,7 -7,7 -27,3 
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Required longitudinal reinforcement as results from the Excel-Tool is shown in table 
5.8. The ULS requires approximately 43-44 cm2/m and to get a crack width of 0.20 
mm in SLS the required reinforcement is 56-57 cm2/m. 
 
Table 5.8: Line 1.500 – Results from the Excel-Tool, bottom layer 
 
 ULS SLS 
Nodes reqasuB 
[cm2] 
reqasvB 
[cm2] 
reqas,u,B 
[cm2] 
as,v,B 
[cm2] 
wk1,B 
[mm] 
wk2,B 
[mm] 
0,00 45,28 6,19 58,47 20,10 0,19 0,02 
0,45 45,66 6,26 58,97 20,10 0,19 0,04 
0,86 46,10 7,10 59,53 20,10 0,19 0,08 
1,27 44,73 9,90 57,76 20,10 0,20 0,12 
1,68 43,66 12,43 56,38 20,10 0,20 0,15 
2,10 42,86 14,62 55,34 20,10 0,20 0,17 
2,51 42,24 16,33 54,54 20,10 0,21 0,19 
2,92 41,74 17,55 54,36 20,10 0,21 0,20 
3,33 41,34 18,37 54,48 21,20 0,20 0,19 
3,74 41,01 18,85 54,71 21,20 0,20 0,19 
4,15 40,71 19,05 55,02 21,20 0,20 0,20 
4,57 39,15 17,75 53,61 21,20 0,21 0,23 
4,98 40,13 18,80 55,72 21,20 0,19 0,20 
5,39 39,82 18,46 56,07 21,20 0,19 0,20 
5,80 40,00 18,33 57,08 21,20 0,19 0,20 
6,21 39,86 18,34 56,13 21,20 0,19 0,20 
6,62 40,24 18,69 55,87 21,20 0,19 0,20 
7,03 40,60 18,97 55,60 21,20 0,20 0,20 
7,45 40,95 19,07 55,34 21,20 0,20 0,20 
7,86 41,31 18,95 55,12 21,20 0,20 0,19 
8,27 41,72 18,55 54,98 21,20 0,20 0,19 
8,68 42,20 17,83 54,96 20,10 0,20 0,20 
9,09 42,79 16,72 55,25 20,10 0,20 0,19 
9,50 43,51 15,13 56,18 20,10 0,20 0,17 
9,92 44,41 13,01 57,34 20,10 0,19 0,15 
10,33 45,56 10,42 58,83 20,10 0,19 0,12 
10,74 47,02 7,51 60,71 20,10 0,18 0,08 
11,15 46,62 6,26 60,20 20,10 0,18 0,04 
11,60 46,27 6,19 59,75 20,10 0,18 0,02 
 
 
Required transverse reinforcement along line 1.500 is approximately 21 cm2/m in 
the SLS. This reinforcement is calculated from the mx_min envelope but in this case 
the my_min should give almost the same result. 
The 2D-strip model and the FE-model gives almost the same amount of 
reinforcement, due to the fact that the twisting moments are small in comparance 
with the bending moments in this type of structures. Calculations with the 2D-strip 
model gives however no amount of required reinforcement in the transverse 
direction. As a result of the chosen design model, transverse reinforcement in the 
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2D-strip model is governed by the minimum amount of reinforcement according to 
the code. 
5.3.3. Conclusion 
The two design approaches discussed above gives approximately the same amount 
of longitudinal reinforcement. The reason is that the directions of the principal 
moments are almost the same as the two reinforcement directions. The amount of 
transverse reinforcement is however higher in the FE-model approach because of the 
ignorance of transverse bending in the 2D-strip model. 
 
5.4 Slab with skew Reinforcement 
 
5.4.1. Structure 
This railway bridge has a complicated geometry. The distance between the walls is 
varying as well as the height of the walls. 
Geometry and directions of reinforcement are shown in figures 5.6 and 5.7. 
Examined section is shown in figure 5.6 as 1—1. The calculations in this example 
are limited to the bottom layer and for the mx_min envelope. 
Because of the high level of constraint forces, particularly from temperature loads 
and shrink the calculation is divided in to cases. One with constraint forces (Case 1) 
and one without them (Case 2). None of the above cases is obviously theoretically 
correct but they indicate the boundaries of the real crack distribution. For a more 
detailed investigation one could adopt a structural model witch takes into 
consideration that the distribution of forces changes when concrete cracks, se section 
2.4.3. 
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In table 5.9 the nodal forces along 1—1 is shown (Case 1). 
 
 
Table 5.9: Nodal forces, SLS 
 
FEM-results from line 
SECTION 
Nodes 
nx [kN] ny [kN] nxy [kN] mx [kNm] my [kNm] mxy [kNm] 
10,50 46,9 823,7 -321,1 -34,7 -26,5 37,7 
10,15 70,4 856,7 -328,6 -50,9 -36,0 28,7 
9,80 100,8 874,6 -329,1 -67,0 -44,2 18,5 
9,45 138,9 823,7 -326,1 -79,1 -47,2 3,2 
9,10 177,9 775,3 -324,4 -93,8 -48,3 -12,9 
8,75 212,8 783,3 -325,1 -114,5 -54,8 -24,1 
8,40 243,5 787,7 -323,4 -132,7 -60,3 -33,3 
8,05 270,2 761,4 -309,1 -149,8 -64,7 -42,6 
7,70 300,3 735,1 -296,6 -164,1 -68,6 -50,9 
7,35 330,9 739,9 -297,5 -174,4 -72,6 -56,4 
7,00 359,6 741,5 -299,0 -181,4 -76,0 -60,6 
6,65 382,3 710,0 -289,3 -188,1 -79,6 -65,4 
6,30 403,5 680,1 -278,9 -192,9 -82,9 -69,5 
5,95 428,2 679,4 -280,1 -193,0 -84,6 -71,3 
5,60 451,4 675,9 -281,9 -190,8 -85,3 -71,9 
5,25 472,9 670,4 -283,7 -186,1 -85,2 -71,7 
4,90 492,5 662,7 -286,3 -179,3 -84,1 -70,6 
4,55 510,3 652,9 -289,1 -170,5 -82,0 -68,7 
4,20 527,2 642,8 -292,7 -160,3 -78,6 -66,0 
3,85 551,7 661,8 -314,3 -144,4 -73,1 -60,4 
3,50 568,8 673,3 -338,5 -125,6 -65,3 -53,1 
3,15 576,5 655,8 -348,1 -108,5 -57,6 -46,4 
2,80 581,2 638,0 -360,9 -89,8 -49,0 -38,6 
2,45 597,0 650,3 -396,6 -65,5 -39,0 -28,1 
2,10 606,9 654,9 -440,6 -38,9 -26,6 -15,4 
1,75 594,0 616,6 -481,2 -15,6 -18,5 -2,3 
1,40 583,1 591,5 -529,3 5,8 -10,3 11,6 
1,05 591,7 589,0 -604,1 26,8 -0,9 26,6 
0,70 597,5 563,3 -679,9 47,3 10,3 43,1 
0,35 581,4 482,8 -722,9 67,0 26,7 58,9 
0,00 557,1 383,9 -753,3 89,8 43,7 74,6 
 
5.4.2. Reinforcement design 
The original design of the bridge is made as both 2D-strip design and FE-model 
design. These approaches gives that to achieve a crack width of 0.30 mm, the 
required amount of reinforcement in the bottom layer parallel to 1—1 is approx. 
40 cm2/m (u-direction) and approx. 21 cm2/m in the other direction. These amounts 
are used as input when calculating the crack width with the Excel-Tool. 
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5.4.3. Crack width with the Excel-Tool 
In table 5.10 crack widths from the Excel-Tool are shown for the two cases. They 
give totally different results. Not only the width of the cracks but also in the location 
of where the greatest crack appears. 
 
Table 5.10: Results 
 
Case 1 Case 2 
nodes 
nu,B [kN] nv,B [kN] γB [°] 
wk1,B 
[mm] 
wk2,B 
[mm] nu,B [kN] nv,B [kN] γB [°] 
wk1,B 
[mm] 
wk2,B 
[mm] 
10,50 732,6 940,3 114,7 1,27 0,00 184,0 126,5 138,1 0,09 0,00 
10,15 776,2 983,6 114,4 1,36 0,00 199,7 140,0 142,3 0,08 0,01 
9,80 808,2 1006,7 114,1 1,41 0,02 210,9 148,9 150,8 0,06 0,03 
9,45 793,3 950,6 114,8 1,35 0,03 194,0 134,1 174,3 0,03 0,11 
9,10 778,9 888,8 116,0 1,27 0,04 175,2 110,9 14,8 0,03 0,14 
8,75 812,5 895,9 116,8 1,31 0,06 200,6 123,6 19,4 0,05 0,17 
8,40 842,2 899,5 117,9 1,34 0,08 245,0 154,4 21,3 0,10 0,05 
8,05 845,9 868,8 120,7 1,29 0,11 289,4 185,4 22,5 0,13 0,05 
7,70 850,5 838,7 127,9 0,94 0,15 329,7 214,4 23,4 0,16 0,05 
7,35 878,3 846,2 138,8 0,50 0,20 360,3 238,0 24,0 0,18 0,05 
7,00 902,0 852,4 155,0 0,26 0,30 383,7 257,9 24,5 0,19 0,05 
6,65 899,3 825,4 177,9 0,14 0,76 406,0 279,3 25,2 0,21 0,05 
6,30 893,1 799,6 7,3 0,14 0,81 422,9 298,2 25,8 0,23 0,05 
5,95 904,1 802,9 8,9 0,15 0,84 427,6 308,3 26,4 0,24 0,05 
5,60 911,1 802,7 8,9 0,15 0,84 425,2 312,8 26,9 0,24 0,05 
5,25 912,8 799,7 8,2 0,15 0,83 415,5 312,5 27,4 0,24 0,05 
4,90 910,2 793,6 6,5 0,15 0,79 399,3 307,5 28,0 0,24 0,05 
4,55 903,3 784,1 3,7 0,14 0,74 377,4 297,8 28,6 0,23 0,05 
4,20 894,8 771,9 179,5 0,14 0,70 351,3 283,0 29,1 0,22 0,04 
3,85 910,4 790,7 166,3 0,14 0,86 311,5 257,4 29,7 0,20 0,04 
3,50 921,0 801,7 152,2 0,28 0,23 265,7 224,1 30,2 0,17 0,03 
3,15 907,2 781,4 146,7 0,33 0,19 224,4 192,6 30,6 0,14 0,03 
2,80 894,8 761,9 142,6 0,38 0,14 180,8 158,0 31,1 0,11 0,02 
2,45 915,8 780,1 137,6 0,49 0,10 126,8 116,7 32,3 0,08 0,02 
2,10 940,7 794,6 135,0 0,58 0,07 70,6 69,6 34,1 0,05 0,01 
1,75 952,1 787,4 134,0 0,62 0,03 40,5 49,2 61,1 0,08 0,01 
1,40 981,8 796,0 133,3 0,66 0,06 38,4 51,5 117,5 0,06 0,00 
1,05 1055,2 834,7 133,1 0,72 0,00 39,5 52,2 121,2 0,06 0,00 
0,70 1125,1 853,5 133,4 0,75 0,00 43,8 50,4 123,4 0,06 0,00 
0,35 1132,9 798,0 134,5 0,68 0,00 42,7 34,6 125,6 0,04 0,00 
 
5.4.4. Conclusion 
This example indicates that to fully predict and estimate the real crack width and 
crack distribution in a construction with a high amount of constraint forces it is 
necessary to adopt a model witch takes considerations of cracking procedure and 
redistribution of forces within the structure. 
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6 Conclusions / Discussion / Further Work 
Since the literature, that is orientated to the practice, includes no or only minor 
descriptions of the treatment of crack width in surface structures, where 
reinforcement directions differ from principal stresses, it has been hard to point out a 
practical method. 
Current reports in technical journals have been helpful to understand the cracking 
process and the procedure of how the stresses redistribute after cracking, but they do 
not deliver a consequent calculation method. Further studies of [3.24] and the 
programming of the proposed procedure in it may lead to a more exact solution. 
The investigation of the crack width calculations according to the applicable codes 
showed that they are very rough. Hence, one should ask if a more exact treatment of 
arbitrary directed reinforcement is necessary for the practice. The results can only be 
seen as estimation anyway. 
The two determining problems considering chapter 3 have been the calculation of a 
realistic crack spacing perpendicular to the crack and the determination of an 
average steel stress perpendicular to the crack. Finally the estimation of the crack 
spacing has turned out to be quite artless and two more or less practical methods for 
the average steel stress have been found. However, they are not qualified for a hand 
calculation. 
The Excel-Tool has been developed as an instrument for contemporary designing 
tasks modeled with finite shell elements. The main emphasis has been placed on the 
crack width calculation. Though it is devised as a designing platform for all 
verifications necessary according to the code. A more exact method for the ultimate 
limit state can be implemented in future works and the Visual Basic code may be 
modified to achieve shorter program runtimes. 
The test runs and the comparison with existing designing results for different 
structures showed that the program delivers results corresponding to the up to now 
applied methods for shear and longitudinal reinforcement in the different limit 
states. One can actually apply the program according to the code for all design nodes 
in the structure and for every limit state, for instance the design of shear 
reinforcement in the serviceability limit state in webs for which the code provides no 
method.  
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Appendix A. Program structure 
A-1.1  Program architecture 
Worksheet ”Data Import”
Private Sub
CommandButton1_Click()
(Show current folder)
Worksheet ”Data Import”
Private Sub
CommandButton2_Click()
(Browse)
Worksheet ”Data Import”
Private Sub
CommandButton3_Click()
(Pass to List)
Worksheet ”Data Import”
Private Sub
CommandButton4_Click()
(Delete last)
Worksheet ”Data Import”
Private Sub
CommandButton5_Click()
(Reset)
Worksheet ”Data Import”
Private Sub
CommandButton6_Click()
(Import)
Worksheet ”Input”
Private Sub
CommandButton1_Click()
(New)
Worksheet ”Input”
Private Sub
CommandButton2_Click()
(Delete last)
Worksheet ”Input”
Private Sub
CommandButton3_Click()
(Reset)
Worksheet
”Calculation Control”
Private Sub
CommandButton1_Click()
(Prepare result sheets)
Worksheet
 ”Calculation Control”
Private Sub
CommandButton2_Click()
(Start ULS calculation)
Worksheet
”Calculation Control”
Private Sub
CommandButton3_Click()
(Select bar diameters)
Worksheet
”Calculation Control”
Private Sub
CommandButton4_Click()
(Choose reinforcement)
Worksheet
”Calculation Control”
Private Sub
CommandButton5_Click()
(Start SLS calculation)
Worksheet
 ”Calculation Control”
Private Sub
CommandButton6_Click()
(Print)
Worksheet
”Section Values”
Private Sub
CommandButton1_Click()
(Assign Values)
Modul1
Sub
copy_nodes(…)
Modul1
Sub
borders_to_range(…)
Modul2
Sub
import_loop(…)
Modul2
Sub
take_over_loop(…)
Modul3
Sub Create_ULS-
Table_denotations()
Modul4
Sub
ULS_calc(…)
Modul5
Sub
ULS_max(…)
Modul6
Sub Create_SLS-
Table_denotations()
Modul8
Sub
SLS_max(…)
Modul9
Function
last_row(…)Modul10
Sub
Format_imported_results()
Modul11
Sub
Format_cell(…)
Modul12
Sub
Insert_with_characters(...)
Modul13
Sub
principal(...)
Modul14
Sub
rc_ULS(...)
Modul15
Sub
calc_approach_SLS(...)
Modul16
Sub
copeclark_SLS(...)
Modul17
Sub
schlaichschaefer_SLS(...)
Modul18
Sub
bbk94_SLS(...)
Modul19
Sub
Create_results_table_
denotations()
Modul20
Function sin../cos..(...)
=>Trig.Functions
Modul21
Function
res_u/v(...)
Modul21
Sub
iteration_concrete_strut(...)
Modul22
Sub
print_settings(…)
Modul22
Sub
print_with_headandfoot(…)
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 1
**
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**** Level 4 / multi
Worksheet
”Reinforcement”
Private Sub
CommandButton1_Click()
(Assign Values)
Modul7
Sub
SLS_calc(…)
Modul21
Function
sigma12(...)
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A-1.2  Program flow 
Start
Open template
RC Shell Design
Worksheet ”Data Import”
Show current folder
by Button Click
Worksheet ”Data Import”
Import Results
by Button Click
Worksheet ”Input”
Enter Values in grey Cells
Edit section value list w ith:
New by Button Click
Delete last  by Button Click
Reset by Button Click
Worksheet ”Data Import”
Create list w ith result files:
Browse  by Button Click
Pass to List by Button Click
Edit list with:
Delete last  by Button Click
Reset by Button Click
Worksheet ”Calculation Control”
Prepare Result Sheets
by Button Click
Worksheet ”Calculation Control”
Start Calculation Ultimate Limit Sate
by Button Click
Worksheet ”Calculation Control”
Select Bar Diameters
by Button Click
Optional:
Worksheet ”Calculation Control”
Choose Reinforcement
by Button Click
Worksheet ”Calculation Control”
Start Calculation Crack Width
by Button Click
Optional:
Worksheet ”Calculation Control”
Print Results
by Button Click
End  
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Show current file
Browse
A-1.3  Main Procedure Flows 
A-1.3.1 Worksheet “Data Import” 
CommandButton1_Click: 
 
 
 
Start
by Button Click
Assign Name of
Current Folder to
Variable and Cell
End
 
CommandButton2_Click: 
 
 
 
Start
by Button Click
Start Application:
GetOpenFilename to
browse for a result
file
Input:
Appropriate Load
Combination
Input:
Appropriate Load
Case (ULS/SLS)
Assign Data to
Cells
End  
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Pass to List
Delete last
CommandButton3_Click: 
 
 
 
Start
by Button Click
Do While Cells(row,1)<>0
Search empty row by checking
cell contents
row = row + 1
Loop
Format new line and insert
filename and appropriate load
comb./case to the list
End  
CommandButton4_Click: 
 
 
 
Start
by Button C lick
Do W hile Cells(row,1)<>0
Search em pty row by checking
cell contents
Loop
End
row = row + 1
If
Cell(row ,1)
= 0
C lear form at and
contents of the row
True
False
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Reset
Import
CommandButton5_Click: 
 
 
 
Start
by Button Click
Do While Cells(row,1)<>0
Search empty row by checking
cell contents
row = row + 1
Loop
End
Clear row
Input:
Check Yes/No
IfYes
No
 
CommandButton6_Click: 
 
 
 
 
Start
by Button Click
End
Input:
Check Yes/No
If
Call Procedure
import_loop
Yes
No
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New
Delete last
A-1.3.2 Worksheet “Input” 
CommandButton1_Click: 
 
 
 
Start
by Button Click
Do While Cells(row,1)<>0
Search empty row by checking
cell contents
row = row + 1
Loop
Format new line and assign
new section no.
End  
CommandButton2_Click: 
 
 
 
Start
by Button Click
Do While Cells(row,1)<>0
Search empty row by checking
cell contents
row = row + 1
Loop
Delete row-1
End  
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Reset
CommandButton3_Click: 
 
 
 
Start
by Button Click
Do While Cells(row,1)<>0
Search empty row by checking
cell contents
row = row + 1
Loop
End
Clear format and
contents of the row
Input:
Check Yes/No
IfYes
No
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Prepare result sheets
A-1.3.3 Worksheet “Calculation Control” 
CommandButton1_Click: 
 
 
 
Start
by Button Click
End
If
Get Value from
Function last_row
Determine first result sheet
Call Procedure copy_nodes
(3 times / to ”Section Values”,
”Reinforcement” and ”Crack Width”)
Call Procedure
borders_to_range
(2 times / to ”Reinforcement” and
”Crack Width”)
Call Procedure take_over_loop
(Assign section no. 1 to every node)
Call Procedure
borders_to_range
(to ”Section Values”)
Input:
Check Yes/No
Activate Worksheet
”Section Values” and
show Buttons
Output:
Info that section
no. 1 is assigned
Yes No
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Start Calculation Ultimate Limit State
CommandButton2_Click: 
 
 
 
 
Start
by Button Click
Do While current_sheet <> ””
Carry out calculations for current
result sheet
row = row + 1
Loop
End
Declare values from
Worksheets ”Input”
If load case = ULS
Call Procedure
Create_ULS_table_denotations
Do Until IsEmpty(row)
Carry out calculations for current
row
Call Procedure ULS_calc
Call Procedure ULS_max
Get Value from
Function last_row
Call Procedure
borders_to_range
Next result sheet
Loop
True
False
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Select Bar Diameters
CommandButton3_Click: 
 
 
 
Start
by Button Click
End
Input:
Check Yes/No
If
Assign presettings Input:
Check Yes/No
Case
Output:
Info
Yes No
Input:
Reinforcement amounts
for every diameter
If IsEmpty
Assign presettings
Output:
Info
Output:
Info
Goto Hand Input
Assign presettings
Yes
No
Chancel
Do While Cells(row,1)<>0
Assign to diameters to every row
row = row + 1
Loop
For i = 1 to 3
Assign diameter to valid
reinforcement layer
No
Yes
i = i + 1
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Choose Reinforcement (Optional)
Start Calculation Crack Width
CommandButton4_Click: 
 
 
 
This procedure only changes the worksheet. There the reinforcement can be edited. 
CommandButton5_Click: 
 
 
 
 
Start
by Button Click
Do W hile current_sheet <> ””
Carry out calculations for current
result sheet
row = row + 1
Loop
End
Declare values from
W orksheets ”Input”
If load case = SLS
Call Procedure
Create_SLS_table_denotations
Do Until IsEmpty(row)
Carry out calculations for current
row
Call Procedure SLS_calc
Call Procedure SLS_max
Get Value from
Function last_row
Call Procedure
borders_to_range
Next result sheet
Loop
True
False
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Print
CommandButton6_Click: 
 
 
 
Start
by Button Click
End
Call Procedure
print_settings
Call Procedure
print_with_headandfoot
Take project name
as Varable
 
A-1.3.4 Worksheet “Section Values” 
CommandButton1_Click: 
 
 
 
Start
by B u tton  C lick
End
Form a t C e lls w ith
P rocedure  fo rm at_ce ll
D o U ntil IsEm pty(row )
Search  em pty  row  by checking
ce ll con ten ts
row  =  row  +  1
Loop
H ide Bu tton
Assign section  va lues o f
section  no. in  cu rrent row
 
Assign Values and Go Back to Calculation Control
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A-1.3.5 Worksheet “Reinforcement” 
CommandButton1_Click: 
 
 
 
Start
by Button Click
End
Format Cells with
Procedure format_cell
Do Until IsEmpty(row)
Search empty row by checking
cell contents
row = row + 1
Loop
Hide Button
Copy reinforcement amounts and
diameters to worksheet ”Crack
Width"
 
Assign Values to Worksheet "Crack Width" and Go Back
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A-1.4  Sub Procedure Flows 
A-1.4.1 Level 1 
Sub copy_nodes(…) in Modul 1 
S ta rt
b y  c a llin g  w ith  v a lu e s :
s o u rc e _ s h e e t, firs t_ ro w ,
la s t_ ro w , la s t_ c o l, d e s t_ s h e e t,
d e s t_ ro w , d e s t_ c o l
If so u rce _ sh e e t =  ””
If
f irs t_ ro w  =  la s t_ ro w  A n d
f irs t_ co l =  la s t_ co l
C o p y  C e ll to
d e s tin a tio n
C o p y R a n g e  to
d e s tin a tio n
E n d
F a lse
T ru e F a ls e
O u tp u t:
”F irs t im p o rt re s u lts !”
T ru e
 
Sub borders_to_range(…) in Modul 1 
S ta r t
b y  c a l l in g  w ith  v a lu e s :
f ro w , fc o l,  l r o w , lc o l
I f
f r o w  =  lr o w
A n d
 fc o l =  lc o l
S e le c t  C e ll S e le c t  R a n g e
E n d
A s s ig n
E d g e  B o rd e r s
I f
f ro w  < >  lr o w
A s s ig n
In s id e  H o r iz o n ta l
B o rd e r s
I f
f ro w  < >  lr o w
A s s ig n
In s id e  V e r t ic a l
B o rd e r s
T ru e F a ls e
T r u e
F a ls e
T r u e
F a ls e
 
Sub import_loop(…) in Modul 2 
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D o  W h ile  C e l ls ( r o w ,1 )  < >  0
Im p o r ts  r e s u lts  u n t i l  e n d  o f  l i s t
E n d
C a ll  P r o c e d u r e
F o r m a t _ im p o r t e d _ r e s u l t s
r o w  =  ro w  +  1
L o o p
S ta r t
b y  c a l l in g  w ith  v a lu e s :
ro w _ im p o r t ,
c u r r e n t_ fo ld e r
O p e n  r e s u lt  f i le  a n d  c o p y  th e
r e s u lts  to  th e  n e w  s h e e t
C r e a te s  a  n e w
s h e e t
M o v e  s h e e t  to
th e  e n d
 
Sub take_over_loop(…) in Modul 2 
Do While Cells(row,1) <> 0
Assigns values until end of list in
”Section Values”
End
Call Function
Format_cell
row = row + 1
Loop
Start
by calling with value:
sect_no
Assign values of current
section number and calculate
missing values
Set variables
new
If
Cells(row,2)
<> 1
True
False
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Sub Create_ULS_Table_denotations() in Modul 3 
Start
Format table
denotations
Where possible:
Call Function
Format_cell
Call Procedure
Insert_with_characters
Call Procedure
borders_to_range
End  
Sub ULS_calc(…) in Modul 4 
E nd
S tart
b y ca llin g  w ith  va lues :
row _cs, cur_sheet, fac_zm
A ssign  necessary
va lues to  va riab les
C a lcu la te :
zm _U LS , nx t, nxb ,
ny t, nyb , n xyt, n xyb
Fo rm at ce lls  w ith :
C a ll F unction
Fo rm at_ce ll
F or T op  +  B o ttom :
C a ll P roced ure
p rin c ip a l
C alcu la te  m in im um
re in fo rcem ent
F or T op  +  B o ttom :
C a ll P roced ure
rc_U LS
If
as   <  m inas
Assign  m in as
T rue
F a lse
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Sub ULS_max(…) in Modul 5 
End
Start
by calling with values:
row_cs, row_rc, cur_sheet,
current_combination
If
as > asmax
Assign as to
asmax
Call Function
Format_cell
True
False
 
Sub Create_SLS_Table_denotations() in Modul 6 
Start
Format table
denotations
Where possible:
Call Procedure
Format_cell
Call Procedure
Insert_with_characters
Call Procedure
borders_to_range
End  
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Sub SLS_calc(…) in Modul 7 
End
Start
by calling w ith values:
row _cs, cur_sheet, fac_zm
Assign necessary
values to variables
Calculate:
zm _ULS, nxt, nxb,
nyt, nyb, nxyt, nxyb
Form at cells  w ith:
Call Function
Form at_cell
For Top + Bottom :
C all Procedure
principal
For Top + Bottom :
Call Procedure
copeclark_SLS
If
calc_approach =
”C/C”
For Top + Bottom :
C all Procedure
calc_approach_SLS
M erge next cells and assign
”No load inducted cracks!”
For Top + Bottom :
Call Procedure
schlaichschäfer_SLS
For Top + Bottom :
Call Procedure
bbk94_SLS
True False
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Sub SLS_max(…) in Modul 8 
End
Start
by calling with values:
row_cs, row_cw, cur_sheet,
current_combination, zulw
If
w > wmax
Assign w to
wmax
Call Function
Format_cell
True
False
If
w > zulw
Check = ”C.R. !” Check = ”OK”
True False
 
Sub print_settings(…) in Modul 22 
Start
by calling
Set margins and page
properties
End  
Sub print_with_headandfoot(…) in Modul 22 
Start
by calling with value:
project
Insert headers and footers
and print with page numbers
End  
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A-1.4.2 Level 1 and 2 
Sub last_row(…) in Modul 9 
Start
by calling with values:
start_row, column
Do Until
 IsEmpty( Cells(start_row,column))
row = row + 1
Loop
last_row = row
End  
A-1.4.3 Level 2 
Sub Format_imported_results() in Modul 10 
Start
Format denotation cells
Call Function
last_row
assign to variable
Call Procedure
borders_to_range
Format results
Call Procedure
Create_results_table_denotations
End  
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Sub Format_cell(…) in Modul 11 
Start
by calling w ith value:
format_type
Case
format_type
= 1
Case
format_type
= 3
Case
format_type
= 2
Case
format_type
= 5
Case
format_type
= 4
Case
format_type
= 7
Case
format_type
= 6
Case
format_type
= 9
Case
format_type
= 8
Case
format_type
= 12
Case
format_type
= 10
Case
format_type
= 11
Form at cell
Form at cell
Form at cell
True
True
True
False
False
False
Form at cell
Form at cell
Form at cell
Form at cell
Form at cell
Form at cell
Form at cell
Form at cell
Form at cell
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
False
False
False
False
False
False
False
False
End  
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Sub principal(…) in Modul 13 
Start
by calling with values:
sx, sy, sxy, cur_sheet, row, col_p1,
col_p2, col_go, col_g
End
Calculate
principal1 and principal2
Case sxy = 0 Case sxy > 0 Case sxy < 0
gamma_0 = 0 If (sx -sy) = 0
gamma_0 = 135 gamma_0 =
...formula...
If (sx -sy) = 0
gamma_0 = 45 gamma_0 =
...formula...
If
gamma_0 = 0
 Or
= 45
 Or
= 135
True False True False
gamma = gamma_0
Case sxy => 0 Case sxy < 0
If (sx -sy) => 0 If (sx -sy) => 0True False False
gamma = gamma_0 gamma =
90 -gamma_0
gamma = 90 +
gamma_0
gamma =
180 - gamma_0
True
Assign values
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Sub rc_ULS(…) in Modul 14 
End
Start
by ca lling w ith va lues:
gam m a, alpha, fi, n1 , n2, fy, d, zm , fcc,
 cur_sheet, row , co l_b, co l_ru, col_rv, col_au,
co l_av, co l_x, col_ fc, col_cz
beta = gam m a - a lpha
If beta < 0beta  = 180 + gam m a - a lpha
If
 Function
res_u < 0
If
 Function
res_v < 0
G et value
resu :
C all Function
res_u
resu = 0
G et value
resv :
C all Function
res_v
resv = 0
If
 Function
res_u  >= 0  And res_v  <  0
 And beta  <> 0 And
beta  <> 90 And
beta  <> 180
C all Procedure
iteration_concrete_strut
True
False
True False
True False
True
False
C alcu late C om pression Zone
 
Sub calc_approach_SLS(…) in Modul 15 
Start
by calling with values:
p1, p2, cur_sheet, row,
col_sos, col_ca
If p1 <= 0
state_of_stress = ”C/C”
Case p2 <= 0 Case p2 > 0
state_of_stress = ”T/C” state_of_stress = ”T/T”
calc_approach =
”C&C + S&S” calc_approach = ”C&C”
End
True False
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Sub copeclark_SLS (…) in Modul 16 
Start
by calling with values:
sos, gamma, alpha, fi, n1, n2, es, as_u, as_v,
 cur_sheet, row, col_nu, col_nv, col_tu1,
col_tu2, col_asu, col_tv1, col_tv2, col_asv,
col_as1, col_s1, col_s2
End
beta = gamma - alpha
If beta < 0beta = 180 + gamma - alpha
If
 Function
res_u < 0
If
 Function
res_v < 0
Get value
resu:
Call Function
res_u
resu = 0
Get value
resv:
Call Function
res_v
resv = 0
If
 Function
res_u  >= 0 And res_v  < 0
 And beta <> 0 And
beta <> 90 And
beta <> 180
Call Procedure
iteration_concrete_strut
If gamma - alpha > 90teta_u1 = 180 - gamma - alpha teta_u1 = gamma - alpha
If fi - teta_u1 > 90teta_v1 = 180 - fi - teta_u1 teta_v1 = fi - teta_u1
teta_u2 = 90 - teta_u1
teta_v2 = 90 - teta_v1
True
False
True False
True False
True
False
FalseTrue
True False
Calculate
 Cope & Clark Values
If sos > ”T/T”
Do
Start iteration
While Abs(as_1 - new as1) > 0.01 Or
Abs(as_2 - new as2)
Loop
Calculate Cope & Clark
Values with strain ratio
True
False
 
Sub schlaichschaefer_SLS(…) in Modul 17 
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Start
by calling with values:
sos, asu, asv, nu, nv, es
 cur_sheet, row, col_s1ss
If sos = ”T/C”
Calculate
Schlaich & Schäfer
Values
End
True
False
 
Sub bbk94_SLS(…) in Modul 18 
Start
by calling with values:
sos, asu, asv, nu, nv, es
 cur_sheet, row, col_s1ss
End
Calculate Factors
 k, kappa2
Calculate Crack Spacings
 srm_u, srm_v
If gamma - alpha > 90teta_u1 = 180 - gamma - alpha teta_u1 = gamma - alpha
If fi - teta_u1 > 90teta_v1 = 180 - fi - teta_u1 teta_v1 = fi - teta_u1
FalseTrue
True False
Calculate Crack Spacing
 srm_1
If sos = ”T/C”
 srm_2 = ”-”
True
Calculate Crack Spacing
 srm_2
Calculate
 sigma_sr
Calculate Crack Width
and check them
False
Get value
x_sr:
Call Function
sigma_12
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A-1.4.4 Level 3 
Sub Create_results_table_denotations() in Modul 19 
Start
Call Procedure
Insert_w ith_characters
End  
Trigonometric functions in Modul 20: 
→ These functions calculate the trigonometric functions with the power of n and 
transfer the input angle to the radian measure. 
Function sin1(alpha), Function cos1(alpha), Function sin2(alpha), Function 
cos2(alpha), Function cos4(alpha) and Function cos2sin2(alpha) 
Sub iteration_concrete_strut(…) in Modul 21 
Start
by calling w ith  values:
n1, n2, fi, beta, k, cur_sheet,
row, col_ru , col_rv
G et values
res_u_ it and res_v_it:
Call Function
res_u and res_v
Do
Start N ewton iteration
Until Abs(res_v) < 0.0001
Loop
Calculate
res_v  by changing k
Assign values
to cells
End  
Function sigma12(…) in Modul 21: 
Calculates principal stresses on the surfaces. 
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A-1.4.5 Level 4 or other 
Sub Insert_with_characters(…) in Modul 12 
End
Start
by calling with values:
content, start_var, length_var,
size_var, bold_01, symbol_01,
length_ind, length_unit
Format variable
If  bold_01 = 1
Variable = Bold
If symbol_01 = 1
Variable = Symbol
Format indicator
Format unit
True
False
True
False
Assign content
 
Function res_u/v(…) in Modul 21 
Start
by calling with values:
n1, n2, fi, beta, k
Calculate res_u resp. res_v
End
by returning value:
res_u resp. res_v  
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